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Innovative products 
that shine 

Toucan Eco
p82 

We design, manufacture and distribute products that help to make 
the job of cleaning workplaces easier. Here’s a selection of new, 
innovative and essential tools for the fight against grime.

Contract Lobby Dustpan 
& Brush
p31

Gel Fresh Air Freshener 
p88
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Recycled Spray Bottle
p84

Gel Urinal Screen
p88

Duop Cleaning Tool
p16
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How to contact us

      Visit robert-scott.co.uk

      Email info@robert-scott.co.uk
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Colour coding is key to hygiene

Based on industry best practice, many of our products are 
colour coded for use in designated areas. When ordering simply 
provide the product code and select your colour preference.

We are committed to British manufacturing.

Order and delivery info

Free delivery on UK 
mainland orders over 
£200. Minimum order 
of £100 incur a £15 
delivery charge. For 
overseas orders please 
contact us for details.

Sizes

3D sizes are shown in 
order of width x depth 
x height.

NEW

NEW

NEW

Pro-mist Mop
p57

NEW

Hi-PUR Sponge Scourer
p8

Loowy Toilet Blade 
p91

Blue: general lower risk 
areas (excluding food 
areas).

Yellow: washbasins and 
other washroom surfaces.

Green: general food and 
bar use.

Red: sanitary appliances 
and washrooms.

Exel® Supermop
p43
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Book a cleaning audit from the
Clean team
We are proud of our products, but we recognise it
is our people who truly make a difference.

Looking for a site survey to advise cleaning teams on the best 
products and practices to keep sites spotless and germfree? 
With decades of combined expertise, our Clean team 
understands that every customer and end user has a unique 
set of cleaning challenges.

What we can do for you

Each member of our team is on hand and ready to share their 
cleaning know-how by spending a day with your customer – by 
your invite – and advising them on the best techniques and 
products to improve their cleaning regimes.

Then, whatever the setting – from shopping centre to school 
to care home – provide tailored on-site training, as well as 
product recommendations to make sure they get the right 
cleaning products to get the job done, all purchased through 
our distributors.

Alastair Scott 

As sales director, and part of the founding 
family of the business, Alastair takes a keen 
interest in all aspects of the cleaning industry 
and is passionate about innovation. Product 
development and solutions to address the 
sustainability issues within the industry are his  

                            bread and butter! 

Gary Brannan

 Gary is our catering and food wholesale 
product specialist, helping customers create 
the optimum cleaning systems for their 
requirements and sector protocols. 

 

Gill Ireson 

 Having been part of the team at Robert Scott 
for 22 years, Gill oversees key buying groups 
and the team, and is committed to delivering 
outstanding service. Gill excels in customer 
training and her product knowledge is second 
to none. 

Jo Tweed

 Jo works closely with customers servicing retail 
outlets and garden centres nationwide. Her 
extensive product knowledge is a key part of 
her success helping customers to boost sales.

Karen Thwaites

 Karen brings a new angle to the team’s 
knowledge and her experience focuses on  
linen wares, having worked with laundries,  
hotels and other customers servicing the  
hospitality and healthcare sectors for over 20  
years.

Kelly Brierley

Kelly is one of our key account managers, 
specialising in healthcare and educational 
facilities. She can offer a wealth of knowledge 
on our range of microfibre systems and help 
guide your team on the benefits of microfibre 
and how to use it. 
 

Pete Jones

Pete works across all customer sectors for 
Robert Scott. He's the ’go to’ man for anything 
cleaning and has an exceptional knowledge  
of the Irish market. 

Steve Courtney

Steve is our business development manager 
and product-lead for Toucan Eco, our new 
environmentally-friendly and sustainable 
cleaning and sanitising system.

  

Tom Capper

Tom holds an extensive knowledge on the mop 
systems we offer customers, having starting 
his career 13 years ago in Robert Scott's mop 
room, and provides recommendations and 
product training to teams of all sizes and levels 
of experience. 

 

Tracy Kirkpatrick

Tracy looks after Scotland, Cumbria and Northern     
Ireland areas in sectors including care homes,   
schools, industrial, construction, catering & 
hospitality.

To book a visit from the Clean team, call 01457 819400,  
email info@robert-scott.co.uk or visit robert.scott.co.uk.
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Cleaning advice for end-users  
The Clean team have travelled 
the breadth of the United 
Kingdom providing free audits 
on behalf of distributors. 
Here are a few examples of 
workplaces that are benefiting 
from better ways to keep 
spaces clean and spotless. 

Top of the mops for Saltgreen 
Residential Care Home

Saltgreen in the Scottish Borders invited 
the team to carry out a review of its 
current floorcare system to find out 
where efficiencies could be made in 
reducing waste water, chemical use and 
to increase productivity.

Following a site visit the team was able 
to advise the care home on the Rokleen 
microfibre cleaning system designed 
to save time, money and improve staff 
morale as a result. It’s a trolley-based 
system designed for quick and effective 
cleaning of spillages and dirt in heavily 
trafficked areas, while reducing cross 
contamination and maximising cleaning 
standards.

Susan Chisholm, manager at Saltgreen 
Residential Care Home, comments: 
“I’ve seen a 25% reduction in staff 
time spent doing the same tasks with 
microfibre, compared to using the old 
system. Not only has this improved 
staff morale greatly, but the home is 
visibly cleaner, and we are using fewer 
chemicals, which reduces costs further.”

Getting a handle on things: helping 
YHA transform its cleaning regime

YHA (England and Wales) enlisted 
the help of Robert Scott when it was 
looking to update the specifications of 

its floorcare mop and handle system to 
better suit the needs of the staff.

Lisa Venter, operations standards & 
quality manager at YHA, explained “With 
different handles for mops and brooms 
across sites, it was causing confusion 
for the teams when equipment was not 
piecing together correctly. A system that 
was going to help us reduce volume of 
wastewater, chemical cleaning agents 
and time spent cleaning for the team, 
were also important. We also wanted to 
find a UK-based manufacturer to reduce 
our carbon footprint wherever possible.”

As a result of a Housekeeping Forum, 
we suggested the white Hygiene handle 
as the most appropriate product, with 
a ‘handle amnesty’ used for staff to 
surrender, recycle and replace the old 
equipment. The new handles can be 
used with most products from mops and 
brushes, to squeegees and sweepers. 
These head attachments come complete 
with sockets that comply with BICSc’s 
universal colour code system to prevent 
cross contamination, and following 
Robert Scott’s recommendations, YHA 
has now implemented the new cleaning 
system across all of its sites in England 
and Wales with extremely positive 
results.

Lisa continued: “The support of their 
team to help us move over to the new 
spec of equipment has been hugely 
appreciated.”

A cleaning trolley designed for MRI 
rooms

One healthcare facility we’ve worked 
with recently came to us with a real 
challenge in that they needed a trolley 
that could be used specifically to 
clean rooms with MRI scanning units 

– therefore it had to be completely 
metal-free.

Working with the customer, we 
identified the most suitable metal-free 
and non-conductive trolley system – 
the Alpha Trolley – and began working 
through the list of product requirements 
that we could tailor to their needs. This 
included metal-free plastic holders for 
microfibre mops and cloths, pre-soaked 
jugs, composite handles and other 
cleaning tools.

Now we have created this unique 
system it could be used by any 
healthcare facility that faces the same 
challenges and requires a cleaning 
trolley that does not conduct with any 
of the equipment on site. Due to the 
potential for this product across other 
facilities, it is now something we are 
looking at stocking as a range in its own 
right.
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CATERING – SPONGES & SCOURERS

Griddle Brick
An abrasive brick for cleaning hot griddles. Can be used on 
hot griddles. An aluminium holder is also available and sold 
separately.

103975 Griddle Brick 20x10x9cm 12

104486 Griddle Brick Holder 19x9x7cm 6

Galvanised Scourer
Circular scourers made from fine metal 
mesh, ideal for cleaning burnt on stains 
from grills, barbeques and metal pans.

102587  Large 60g 20x10pk

102589  Medium 40g 20x10pk

102546  Standard 24g 30x8pk

Brillo® Steel Wool Soap Pad  
Large soap filled pad made from fine 
steel wool, great for cleaning tough 
burnt on food and heavy-duty grease 
removal. Not recommended for use on 
plastics or delicate surfaces.

102671 10x7cm 12x10pk

Coppercote Scourer
A circular scourer made from fine metal 
mesh, coated with copper and ideal for 
use on more delicate surfaces as it is 
less likely to scratch.

102545 20g 20x20pk

Fastnet Sponge
A large sponge with an abrasive textured 
cover making it easier to handle tougher 
cleaning tasks and stain removal. 
Available in four colours.

102414 9x14x3cm 10x10pk

Stainless Steel Scourer
A spiral scourer made from stainless 
steel. Great for all-round use in catering 
environments.

102677 40g 10x10pk

Catering

Griddle Cleaning Kit
The kit is made up of three parts: a plastic or metal holder to 
avoid direct contact with hot surfaces; the thick griddle pad, 
which absorbs dirt and grease; and the abrasive screen to 
easily remove burnt-on food and grease from flat griddles and 
hot plates.

102438  Screen 14x10cm 20x10pk

102436  Pad 14x10cm 20x10pk

101096  Pad Holder (Heat Resistant) 14x9cm 10

101098  Pad Holder (Stainless Steel) 14x10cm 10

Magic Erase-all Sponge
A multi-surface cleaning sponge which 
quickly removes stubborn marks from 
most surfaces without the need for 
chemicals, just wet and wipe. 

102428 6x10x3cm 18x10pk
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CATERING – SPONGES, SCOURERS & ACCESSORIES

Caterers Scourer 
Standard and heavy-duty quality scouring pads designed to 
easily remove tougher dirt, suitable for use in catering and 
general cleaning. 

102446 Standard 23x15cm 50x10pk

102450 Heavy-duty 23x15cm 30x10pk

Finger Gripped Sponge Scourer
A large sponge scouring pad shaped for 
easy gripping. 

102424 Green 7x14x4cm 50x10pk

102425 Non-Scratch 
White

7x14x4cm 50x10pk

102422 Non-Scratch 
Colour Coded 

7x14x4cm 6x10pk

Sponge Cloth
A good sized, thick sponge cloth with 
great absorbency for general cleaning 
and wiping. Easy to rinse and wring out.

100236 20x18cm 6x10pk

Washing Up Brush
A handheld brush with curved handle 
and plastic bristles, suitable for use in 
professional or domestic environments. 
Colour coded.

102998 25cm 24

Deluxe Washing Up Brush
Good quality brush with shaped bristle 
head, suitable for general washing up in 
a professional or domestic environment. 
Supplied in assorted colours.

102994 27cm 48

Ca
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Washable Nail Brush
Double-sided plastic bristle nail brush, 
available in four colours.

102928 4x9x4cm 10x12pk

Caterers Sponge Scourer
Sponge scouring pad ideal for easy 
removal of stubborn dirt, and for general 
cleaning and wiping. 

102426 Basics 8x12x4cm 20x10pk

102418 Caterers 9x14x4cm 50x10pk

Hi-PUR Sponge Scourer
Hi-PUR is a sponge scourer with a polyurethane (PUR) 
coating that scrubs away stubborn dirt and stains while 
being gentle on hard surfaces. It is backed with an 
absorbent sponge. 

104448 6x14x4cm 10x10pk

NEW
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Jug Mop
Handheld mop suitable for easy 
cleaning inside tricky shaped crockery 
items. Available in three sizes.

100845 32g 100

100846 39g 100

100847 46g 100

CATERING – ACCESSORIES & CLOTHS

Striped & Plain Apron 
One-size cotton apron with halter neck and ties at waist, with 
handy front pockets, suitable for use in food preparation and 
service areas.

100074 Plain White 70x96cm 10

100001 Striped 70x96cm 10

Washing Up Bowl
A general purpose, blue rectangular 
washing up bowl. 

104321 38x27x14cm 24

Catering

Heavy Duty Catering Trolley
Easy-clean cart with handles at either 
end to allow easy steering. Refuse bins 
sold separately.

101702 Catering Trolley 42x80x92cm 1

101741 Refuse Bin 9l 2

101742 Refuse Bin 33l 2

103999 Replacement 
Castor

4" 1

Catering Trolley
A wheeled trolley with three shelves 
made from tough, easy-clean plastic, 
ideal for storing and transporting 
ingredients and prepared food. Handles 
at both ends make the cart easy to move 
around even in smaller areas.

101259 42x98x88cm 1

79 Litre Ingredient Bin 
These bins have a secure hinged lid and 
are perfect for storing and transporting 
foodstuffs. Certified food contact safe.

101743 79l 32x73x61cm 1

Disposable Vinyl Gloves
Disposable vinyl gloves supplied in a 
dispenser box. Powdered for easy use 
and suitable for food preparation and 
everyday use.

101479 10x100pk

Barista Cloth 
The Barista cloth is a heat resistant, food safe, antibacterial 
cloth. Designed with the Barista industry in mind, it can be 
used on steam wands and other heated coffee machine 
components, while offering protection to the user. Externally 
certified against BS EN ISO 12127-1 2015 and approved to be 
heat resistant up to 250°C.

104182 42x23cm 20x10
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CATERING – OVEN GLOVES & CLOTHS
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Jolly Molly Double Oven Glove
A thicker, professional quality oven 
glove with unique double-sided 
pockets. Conforms to thermal insulation 
requirements of EN 407:2017. CE 
marked.

104172 68x17cm  20

104173 76x17cm 20

104174 91x17cm 20

Bleached Bound Oven Mitt
Ideal for safely handling hot oven trays 
and pans. 

104330 20x45cm 100

Plain Oven Glove 
A professional quality oven glove 
which conforms to thermal insulation 
requirements of EN 407:2017 ensuring 
excellent insulation and safety for users. 
Glove has two single-sided pockets. CE 
marked. 

104175 68x17cm 100

104169 76x17cm 20

104170 91x17cm 20

104171 106x17cm 20

Plain & Bleached Oven Cloth
Professional quality oven cloths for use in catering 
environments.

101911 Plain 76x48cm 20

101918 Plain 91x48cm 20

100158 Bleached 86x48cm 20

Heavy Oven Cloth
A heavier, very hard-wearing, quality oven cloth for use in 
catering environments. 

100793 W89 Natural 76x56cm 20

100796 W89 Natural 91x56cm 20

100196 W33 Bleached 76x56cm 20

100197 W33 Bleached 91x56cm 20

100814 W63 Twill 76x50cm 100

100815 W63 Twill 101x50cm 10x10

Heavy Herringbone Oven Cloth
A heavy-duty, herringbone cloth 
suitable for removing oven trays and 
handling other hot items. 

100779 70x56cm 20

100785 91x56cm 20

Jolly Molly Oven Mitt
A double sided professional oven mitt 
which gives excellent protection and 
conforms to the thermal insulation 
requirements of EN 407:2017. CE 
marked. 

104183 38x20cm 20

Plain Oven Mitt
A professional mitt which gives 
excellent protection to both hands and 
wrists. Conforms to thermal insulation 
requirements of EN 407:2017.  
CE marked. 

104332 38x23cm 20

104331 25x23cm 20
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Hygiene Colour Coded Cleaning Cloth
A good all-round, circular knitted dishcloth for general 
cleaning, available in a range of sizes and weights. Made in the 
UK from 100% recycled material. A purple hygiene cloth is 
available for allergen free areas. 

100741 Lightweight 40x30cm 20x10pk

100750 Medium Weight 35x30cm 20x10pk

100751 Medium Weight 40x30cm 20x10pk

100761 Heavyweight 45x38cm 20x10pk

CATERING – DISHCLOTHS

Catering

Bleached Dishcloth
A circular knitted traditional everyday dishcloth which is strong 
and absorbent for general cleaning. Made in UK from 100% 
recycled material, avaliable with colour coded edging.

100200 Lightweight 30x28cm 50x10pk

104132 Lightweight 35x28cm 50x10pk

100211 Lightweight 40x28cm 50x10pk

100332 Lightweight 35x30cm 50x10pk

100324 Lightweight 40x30cm 50x10pk

104128 Lightweight 45x30cm 50x10pk

100089 Medium Weight 40x25cm 50x10pk

100097 Medium Weight 40x30cm 50x10pk

100103 Medium Weight 45x30cm 30x10pk

100107 Medium Weight 50x30cm 30x10pk

104134 Heavyweight 40x38cm 30x10pk

100115 Heavyweight 45x38cm 30x10pk

100141 Heavyweight 50x38cm 30x10pk

We are committed to British manufacturing.

Chunky Dishcloth
A quality cloth for general use, made with a unique knitted 
process to be twice as thick as standard cloths and extremely 
hardwearing. Available in four colours and in white. Made in 
the UK from 100% recycled material.

100831 White 35x20cm 20x10pk

100856 Colour Coded 40x20cm 20x10pk

Regency Dishcloth
Hard-wearing knitted cleaning cloths suitable for wiping 
kitchen surfaces, mopping up spills and cleaning dishes.

102277 38x35cm 30x10pk
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CATERING – LINENS
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Caterers Check Tea Towel
A heavier quality tea towel, which is 
strong and hardwearing, suitable for 
general use in catering environments. 
Comes in assorted colours.

102745 45x70cm 10x10pk

Terry Check Tea Towel
A high quality terry tea towel giving 
excellent absorption. Suitable for use in 
general catering environments. Comes 
in assorted colours.

102769 45x70cm 10x10pk

Coloured Check Tea Towel
A standard quality tea towel, suitable for 
general use in catering environments. 
Comes in assorted colours of blue, green 
and red.

102751 43x68cm 15x10pk

White Cotton Tea Towel
A standard tea towel suitable for all 
drying tasks. Available in assorted 
colours.

102813 45x74cm 10x10pk

 

Cotton Glass Cloth
A standard quality glass cloth, 
available in assorted colours.

102781 50x76cm 10x10pk

White Honeycomb 
Waiters Cloth
A professional quality towel, 
traditionally carried by waiters 
and used to wipe glassware or 
cutlery.

102762 50x76cm 10x10pk

Kitchen Twill  
Tea Towel
A top quality, professional 
standard heavy duty cloth with 
excellent absorbency for all 
drying tasks. Blue check only. 

102817 53x76cm 20x5pk

Linen Union Glass Cloth
A quality cotton and linen 
mix glass cloth which gives a 
professional smear-free finish. 
Available in three colours.

102777 50x76cm 10x10pk

Rice Weave Tea Towel
A popular durable tea towel available in 
assorted colours.

102802 45x70cm 10x10pk

Terry Tea Towel
A standard terry tea towel. Suitable for 
general use in catering environments. 
Comes in assorted colours.

102799 45x68cm 10x10pk
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DUSTING & WIPING CLOTHS – DUSTING

Lambswool & Feather Duster
Made from hard-wearing natural fibres, the antistatic 
lambswool duster attracts and holds dust, and is sold in 
assorted colours with a range of three handle lengths. 

101005 Lambswool Duster 56cm 20

101007 Lambswool Duster 61cm 20

101009 Lambswool Duster 122cm 20

101011 Lambswool Duster & Telescopic Handle 48-83cm 5

100550 Feather Duster 56cm 20

100551 Feather Duster 122cm 20
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Golden Magnet Hi-gold Duster
The Hi-gold duster attracts and holds dust. Its swivel head 
reaches tricky areas and comes with a 110cm aluminium pole, 
which can also be attached to a telescopic handle for a higher 
reach. The removable sweeper head can also be used as a mitt 
for hand dusting.

102335 Golden Magnet Hi-Gold Duster 110cm 1

102336 Hi-Gold Duster Replacement Head 25x17cm 10

103164 Ergo-Globe Handle With Cone Fitting 90-162cm 10

Flexi Cleaning Tool
A handheld tool which bends into shape to clean the trickiest 
places. The microfibre sleeve attracts and holds dust, and can 
be used dry for dusting or damp for tougher cleaning tasks. 
Chenille microfibre and disposable sleeves are also available. 
Can be used with cone fitting telescopic handles. 

103368 Cleaning Tool 72x6cm 5

100684 Microfibre Sleeve 52x7cm 2x10pk

104285 Chenille Microfibre Sleeve 52x7cm 2x10pk

104181 Disposable Microfibre Sleeve 60x7cm 20x12pk

103164 Ergo-Globe Handle With Cone Fitting 90-162cm 10
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Golden Magnet Dust Maid
The Golden Magnet Dust maid has a V-shaped fringe head which 
makes it ideal for use on difficult dusting areas like pipes and 
blinds, as well as a general handheld duster. Its short handle can 
also be attached to a longer pole to reach higher areas.

101413 Golden Magnet Dust Maid 17x45cm 10

103164 Ergo-Globe Handle With Cone Fitting 90-162cm 10

103161 Alloy Telescopic Handle 75-135cm 15

DUSTING & WIPING CLOTHS – DUSTING

Yellow Duster
A traditional cotton-rich fabric duster which is good for all-
round general use and available in economy, standard and 
heavy weights.

103085 Economy 43x33cm 50x10pk

103089 Economy 50x35cm 50x10pk

103098 Standard 50x35cm 50x10pk

103103 Standard 50x40cm 50x10pk

103112 Standard 50x45cm 50x10pk

103118 Standard 50x50cm 20x10pk

103123 Standard 60x50cm 20x10pk

103040 Heavy 50x40cm 20x10pk

103046 Heavy 50x45cm 20x10pk

103049 Heavy 60x50cm 20x10pk

Cobweb & Dust Collector
Close-bristled, wire frame brush ideal 
for reaching and trapping dust and 
cobwebs. Available to fit telescopic 
poles and heavy gauge handles.

101534 Collector For Push-
fit Handle

30x13cm 10 

101535 Collector For Heavy 
Gauge Handle

30x13cm 6

102857 Heavy Gauge 
Handle

120x3cm 24

103161 Alloy Telescopic 
Handle

75-135cm 15

Pipe Brush
Tough, heavy-duty angled brush with 
strong hard-wearing bristles for easy 
cleaning around pipes. Can be used with 
telescopic poles and handles.

101526 Pipe Brush 30x13cm 10 

103161 Alloy Telescopic 
Handle

75-135cm 15

Handy Microfibre Mitt
The Handy Mitt’s microfibre technology effectively picks up 
dust and dirt, while the conventional mitt style helps the 
user to quickly clean flat or shaped surfaces. Made with an 
elasticated cuff for comfort and ease of use, the two-sided mitt 
can be used on either hand on both sides. 

103996 24x17cm 10

D
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Dust Maid
Handheld dusting tool with V-shaped 
fringe head which makes it ideal for use 
on difficult dusting areas like pipes and 
blinds, as well as a general duster. Its 
short handle can also be attached to a 
longer pole to reach higher areas. 

101412 49x14cm 10 



 
 

Duop Cleaning Tool
104094 Duop Reach Kit 96-162cm 1

104093 Duop Kit 70cm 1

104098 Duop Reach Handle 93-158cm 5

104096 Duop Standard Handle 70cm 5

104099 Duop Ball Frame 15x15x7cm 5

104097 Duop Cleaning Pad 18x18cm 10

104100 Duop Glass Pad 18x18cm 10

104451 Wrist Lanyard 1

DUSTING & WIPING CLOTHS – DUSTING
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Microfibre
cleaning

No chemicals
required

Ergonomic
design

WashableBall &  
Socket Joint

Reduces
strain

Duop Reach kit contains: Duop kit contains:

Duop Reach is a versatile, extendable cleaning 
tool which features a unique ergonomic ball and 
socket joint, making cleaning easy and strain-
free for the user. You can use the Duop with the 
handle for easy access to hard to reach areas or 
grip the ball directly for detailed cleaning.

It makes manual cleaning safer and more effective as the 
ball and socket joint, along with the extendable handle, is 
ergonomically designed to reduce repetitive injuries caused  
by bending, kneeling, wrist flexing, twisting and stretching.

What’s included?

The Duop Reach Kit includes an extendable handle,  
removable ball and socket frame, along with two cleaning  
and two glass microfibre pads, five Hi-shine cloths and a  
spray bottle.

The Duop Kit includes a standard handle, removable socket 
and ball frame, and a cleaning and glass microfibre pad. 
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 DUSTING & WIPING CLOTHS – NON-WOVEN WIPES

Ocean Wipes
A general purpose medium weight cleaning wipe.  
Made from a viscose and polyester blend. Ocean wipes are 
food contact safe.

100233 50x36cm 10x50pk

Mighty Wipes
A soft, strong and highly absorbent general-purpose cleaning 
cloth. The wipe absorbs up to 10 times its own weight in water, 
and is ideal to easily clean-up spillages on all surfaces. The 
Mighty wipe is food contact safe, is available colour coded plus 
white, and in medium and heavyweight sizes.

100237 Medium 38x38cm 20x10pk

100240 Heavy 40x38cm 20x10pk

Handy Wipes
A great value, lightweight and disposable all-purpose cleaning 
wipe, which is perforated so it provides good absorbency and 
dirt collection. The Handy wipe is food contact safe. The large 
is made from a viscose and polyester blend, while the standard 
is made from polyester with a hydrophilic agent.

104390 Standard 42x35cm 20x50pk

104023 Large 60x30cm 20x50pk

Velette Wipes
A general purpose, heavyweight wipe with great absorbency, 
containing an antibacterial agent which inhibits bacterial 
growth and odours on the wipe. Cloths are thick, strong and 
durable, and can be washed and reused many times. Made 
from a viscose, polyester and antibacterial blend, it is also food 
contact safe.

100245 50x35cm 6x25pk

Maxi Wipes
A heavyweight professional quality cloth for general purpose 
cleaning on all surfaces. Super absorbent and extra strong, 
it’s ideal for tougher cleaning tasks. Made from a viscose and 
polyester blend.

100229 40x38cm 20x5pk

All-purpose Wipes
This handy, hygienic antibacterial roll in a portable dispenser 
keeps wipes clean and easily accessible. It contains a roll of 
200 perforated lightweight tear-off wipes, ideal for single 
use on any surface to prevent cross-contamination. The 
antibacterial agent inhibits bacterial growth and odours on the 
wipe. All-purpose wipes are food contact safe, and are made 
from a viscose and polyester blend. 

100247 37x22cm 6 rolls

D
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Microglass® Microfibre Cloth
A professional quality microfibre cloth designed as an 
alternative to chamois or scrim for smear-free cleaning of glass 
and stainless steel surfaces. 

101216 40x40cm 3x10pk

101221 76x70cm 3x10pk

 

DUSTING & WIPING CLOTHS – MICROFIBRE CLOTHS

Microtex® Microfibre Cloth
Microtex is a premium microfibre cloth with high absorbency 
and is great for heavier duty cleaning tasks.

101150 40x40cm 3x10pk

 

Microscrub Microfibre Cloth
A microfibre cloth with an added scrubbing scourer corner. The 
ultra-fine microfibres capture dirt from most surfaces while the 
scrubbing corner is great for stubborn marks.

104122 40x40cm 10x5pk

 

NEW

Exel® Microfibre Cloth
Exel is our most popular knitted microfibre cloth, which is ideal 
for quick and effective cleaning.

101157 40x40cm 20x10pk
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Contract Microfibre Cloth
A good, all round cloth which offers great value for money.

101137 40x40cm 20x10pk

Nano-Ag Microbial Microfibre Cloth
A premium microfibre cloth with Nano-Ag technology; a natural 
silver antibacterial agent that kills 99.9% of bacteria, including 
MRSA, E. coli and Listeria, preventing bacterial growth and bad 
smells on the cloth.

101142 40x40cm 30
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DUSTING & WIPING CLOTHS – MICROFIBRE CLOTHS

Mi-cloth Microfibre Pack & Roll
Available as individual sheets in a pack or a perforated roll, 
Mi-cloth is a disposable microfibre cloth for general cleaning. 
Ideal for use to prevent cross-contamination, it is a low linting, 
lightweight and food contact safe cloth which stays strong 
even when damp.

103216 Pack (50 sheets) 38x32cm 12x50pk

103217 Roll (250 sheets) 31x26cm 9 rolls

 

Hi-shine Microfibre Cloth
Hi-shine microfibre cloth is designed to give a fast, smear-
free clean on glass, steel and shiny surfaces. A thick, semi-
disposable cloth which can be used damp or dry, it is highly 
absorbent but easy to wring out and dries quickly after use.

101172 40x40cm 10x10pk

 

Hi-absorb Microfibre Cloth
Hi-absorb is a heavyweight microfibre cloth made from a 
knitted blend of polyester and polyamide yarns, which are 
coated with polyurethane (PUR) to give it a soft and strong 
chamois-like feel. This means the fabric is effective at surface 
cleaning and is especially suited to high gloss surfaces 
requiring a streak-free finish such as glass and chrome.

103986 38x35cm 10x5pk
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Micro-box Microfibre Cloth
This cost-effective and semi-disposable cloth perfectly fills the 
gap between disposable non-woven and reusable microfibre. 
Comes in a handy dispenser; simply pull, use and reuse. The 
cloth is made using an innovative, edgeless technology which 
means instead of being sewn the edges are ultrasonic-cut and 
fused to prevent fraying.

104123 30x30cm 8x50
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DUSTING & WIPING CLOTHS – FLOOR CLOTHS

Floor Cloth
A good, all-round floor cloth which has abrasive qualities 
to help tackle tougher stains. Easy to rinse, wash and reuse. 
Available in a range of sizes and in light, medium and 
heavyweight grades.

101023 Light 48x35cm 2x100pk

101028 Light 48x40cm 2x100pk

101033 Light 48x45cm 2x100pk

101073 Medium 48x40cm 2x100pk

101078 Medium 48x45cm 2x100pk

101084 Medium 48x50cm 2x100pk

100766 Heavy 48x45cm 1x100pk

100771 Heavy 48x50cm 1x100pk

100773 Heavy 48x55cm 1x100pk

100447 D.P. 48x45cm 1x100pk

100452 D.P. 48x50cm 1x100pk

100455 D.P. 55x48cm 1x100pk

100742 Herringbone 56x45cm 1x100pk

Stockinette Roll
Traditional stockinette rolls which can be cut to the size you  
need for cost effective cleaning. Available in natural or 
bleached yarn.

100590 Heavy 100g 1m 100

100595 Heavy 200g 2m 50

100599 Heavy 400g 4m 50

100601 Heavy 500g 5m 40

100605 Heavy 800g 8m 20

100607 Heavy 1000g 10m 10

100583 Bleached 800g 8m 20

100587 Bleached 1000g 10m 10
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Floorcare

Floorcare
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V Sweeper Mop
A V shaped sweeper mop designed to pick up dust and dirt. 
The 100cm long heads can be extended from closed position 
to 1.6m wide to cover large floor areas and are available in 
synthetic (blue or white) cotton and microfibre options. Heavy 
duty Golden Magnet heads attract and hold even fine dust.

102303 Sythetic V Sweeper Complete Blue 100cm 1

102301 Synthetic V Sweeper Head Blue, White 100cm 1 pair

103487 Cotton V Sweeper Head 100cm 1 pair

104547 Microfibre V Sweeper Head 100cm 1 pair

101409 V Sweeper Frame & Handle 100cm 1

102305 Golden Magnet V Sweeper Complete 100cm 1

102328 Golden Magnet V Sweeper Head 100cm 1 pair

Eco Mop Floor Duster System
An innovative dry dusting system that uses single-use strips, 
which are designed to effectively attract dust. The disposable 
fibre strips are clipped to a lightweight 55cm mop frame and 
are simple to attach and remove. Aluminium handle with long 
comfort grip makes this system ideal for dusting larger areas.

100532 Eco mop kit. x1 Frame, x1 Roll, x1 Handle 1

103376 Eco Mop Floor Duster Frame 55cm 1

101116 Replacement Star Fixing 1x2

100531 Eco Mop Rolls 5

103131 Hygiene Handle 137cm 20

Golden Magnet Sweeper Mop
Our Golden Magnet range is designed to give a professional 
standard of dust control, with heavy-duty sweeper heads 
which attract and hold even fine dust. Sweeper heads are 
available in three sizes and are machine washable for easy 
cleaning. Replacement components are available.

102329 Golden Magnet Sweeper Mop Complete 40cm 1

102331 Golden Magnet Sweeper Mop Complete 60cm 1

102333 Golden Magnet Sweeper Mop Complete 80cm 1

102330 Golden Magnet Sweeper Head 40cm 5

102332 Golden Magnet Sweeper Head 60cm 5

102334 Golden Magnet Sweeper Head 80cm 5

103147 Golden Magnet Handle 120cm 10

101402 Golden Magnet Frame 40cm 1

101403 Golden Magnet Frame 60cm 1

101404 Golden Magnet Frame 80cm 1

FLOORCARE – FLOOR DUSTING

Sweeper Mop
Colour coded dust control sweepers with aluminium handles, 
break-frame and acrylic sweeper heads. Lightweight for ease 
of use, the mop heads are available in a range of sizes for 
efficient and effective dust control. Replacement components 
are available. The kit comprises a handle, frame and mop head.

103946 Sweeper Mop Kit 40cm 5

103947 Sweeper Mop Kit 60cm 5

103948 Sweeper Mop Kit 80cm 5

102314 Sweeper Mop Head 40cm 5

102318 Sweeper Mop Head 60cm 5

102322 Sweeper Mop Head 80cm 5

101406 Sweeper Mop Frame 40cm 10

101407 Sweeper Mop Frame 60cm 10

101408 Sweeper Mop Frame 80cm 10

102291  Sweeper Mop Head Cotton 40cm 10

102293  Sweeper Mop Head Cotton 60cm 5

102294  Sweeper Mop Head Cotton 80cm 5
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Washable Broom 
Polypropylene broom head with soft or stiff bristles, suitable 
for both indoor and outdoor sweeping. Suitable for use with 
Hygiene handles. Washable to ensure better hygiene. T1 screw 
thread fitting.

102910 Soft Bristles 30cm 10

102903 Stiff Bristles 30cm 10

102909 Soft Bristles 45cm 5

102917 Stiff Bristles 45cm 5

Washable Deck Scrub
A sturdy scrub head with stiff plastic bristles, ideal for tough 
scrubbing tasks. Washable to ensure better hygiene. T1 screw 
thread fitting.

102854 23cm 5

FLOORCARE – BRUSHWARE

Deluxe Broom 
A great value broom head with soft or stiff bristles, suitable for 
use in a professional or domestic environment. Available in six 
colours. Fits standard or heavy gauge handle.

102916 Soft Bristles 28cm 12

102918 Stiff Bristles 28cm 12

Deck Scrub 
A sturdy scrubbing head with stiff plastic bristles, ideal for 
general scrubbing tasks. Colour coded. Fits standard or heavy 
gauge handle.

102851 25cm 24

Floorcare

Exel Hygiene Broom Adaptor
An adaptor that connects the Exel handle to the Hygiene 
broom fitting.

102195 5
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FLOORCARE - BRUSHWARE 

Professional Dustpan & Brush
A professional quality dustpan and brush set with soft or stiff 
bristles, made from tough, hardwearing plastic. Dustpan has a 
rubber lip at the front for better dirt collection. Available in five 
colours.

102940 Soft Bristles 22x32x10cm 12

102942 Stiff Bristles 20x30x12cm 12

Washable Grout Brush
Multi-swivel brush head with stiff, angled bristles, ideal for 
thorough cleaning of tiled floor areas. Colour coded and 
machine washable to ensure better hygiene. T1 screw  
thread fitting.

102856 23cm 6
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Economy Scrub Brush
A tough, handheld brush suitable for heavy-duty scrubbing 
tasks. 

102927 15cm 24

Washable Hand Brush
A plastic brush with stiff bristles, shaped at one end to fit into 
corners. Colour coded and machine washable to ensure better 
hygiene.

102995 15cm 24
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Floorcare

FLOORCARE – BRUSHWARE

Hand Sweeping Brush
A hand brush with shaped wooden handle for general purpose 
sweeping tasks, available with soft coco fibre or stiff bassine 
bristles. FSC® certified.

102966 Stiff Bristles 11” 24

102967 Soft Bristles 11” 24

 

Scrubbing Brush
Handheld scrubbing brush with a shaped wooden grip and 
short, stiff bristles for tough scrubbing tasks. FSC® certified.

102968 8.5" 24

Wooden Broom
Good value wooden broom head for everyday sweeping tasks, 
available with soft coco fibre or stiff bassine bristles. Can be 
ordered complete with handle. FSC® certified.

102970 Stiff Bristles 10” 12

102863 Stiff Bristles & 47" Handle 10"x47” 1

102971 Soft Bristles 10” 12

102864 Soft Bristles & 47" Handle 10"x47” 1

 

Wooden Deck Scrub
Deck scrub head with stiff basscane bristles for tough 
scrubbing tasks. Can be ordered complete with handle.  
FSC® certified.

102969 Stiff Bristles 9” 12

102862 Stiff Bristles & 47" Handle 9"x47" 1

104444 Stiff Bristles & Plastic Socket 9" 12

FSC® certified wooden brushware made from  
sustainable sources.
We offer a range of eco-friendly wooden brushware that’s made from sustainable sources and certified by 
the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), including wooden brooms and hand brushes.  

That’s eco-friendly cleaning know-how from Robert Scott.

Sustainable  
sources

Sustainable High 
performance

FSC
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FLOORCARE – BRUSHWARE

Square Head Yard Broom
A good quality square yard broom head with stiff basscane or 
softer PVC bristles, ideal for outdoor sweeping. Can be ordered 
complete with handle. FSC® certified.

102978 Stiff Bristles 13” 12

102868 Stiff Bristles & 55" Handle 13"x55” 1

102869 Stiff Bristles & 59" Handle 13"x59” 1

102980 PVC Bristles 13” 12

102872 PVC Bristles & 55" Handle 13"x55” 1

102873 PVC Bristles & 59" Handle 13"x59” 1

 

Round Head Yard Broom
A good quality round yard broom head with stiff basscane or 
softer PVC bristles, ideal for outdoor sweeping. Can be ordered 
complete with handle. FSC® certified.

102979 Stiff Bristles 13” 12

102870 Stiff Bristles & 55" Handle 13"x55” 1

102871 Stiff Bristles & 59" Handle 13"x59” 1

102981 PVC Bristles 13” 12

102874 PVC Bristles & 55" Handle 13"x55” 1

102875 PVC Bristles & 59" Handle 13"x59” 1

Flat Broom
A good value wooden broom head range, ideal for everyday 
sweeping tasks. Available with soft coco fibre, stiff bassine or 
PVC bristles and either a standard push-fit or sturdier plastic 
push-fit socket. Can be ordered complete with handle. FSC®  
certified.

102972 Stiff Bristles 11.5” 12

102865 Stiff Bristles & 47" handle 11.5"x47” 1

102973 Stiff Bristles & Push-Fit Socket 11.5” 12

102974 Soft Bristles 11.5” 12

102866 Soft Bristles & 47" handle 11.5”x47” 1

102975 Soft Bristles & Push-Fit Socket 11.5” 12

102976 PVC Bristles 11.5” 12

102867 PVC Bristles & 47" handle 11.5”x47” 1

102977 PVC Bristles & Push-Fit Socket 11.5” 12

 

Look for FSC® 
Certified Products

Wooden Handle
A sturdy wooden handle, available in three lengths and FSC® 
certified. 

101836 Without Tapered End 47” 25

101837 Without Tapered End 55” 25

104386 With Tapered End 55” 25

101838 Without Tapered End 59” 25
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Floorcare

FLOORCARE – BRUSHWARE

Platform Broom
A good quality range of sturdy larger broom heads with soft coco 
fibre or stiff bassine bristles. Also available with metal handle stay 
for added support. Ideal for outdoor or more heavy-duty sweeping 
tasks. Can be ordered complete with handle in a choice of lengths. 
FSC® certified.

102982 Stiff Bristles 18” 12

102876 Stiff Bristles & 55" Handle 18"x55" 1

102877 Stiff Bristles & 59" Handle 18"x59" 1

102984 Soft Bristles 18” 12

102880 Soft Bristles & 55" Handle 18"x55" 1

102881 Soft Bristles & 59" Handle 18"x59" 1

102983 Stiff Bristles & Metal Stay 18” 12

102878 Stiff Bristles, Metal Stay & 55" Handle 18"x55" 1

102879 Stiff Bristles, Metal Stay & 59" Handle 18"x59" 1

102985 Soft Bristles & Metal Stay 18” 12

102882 Soft Bristles & Metal Stay & 55" Handle 18"x55" 1

102883 Soft Bristles & Metal Stay & 59" Handle 18"x59" 1

102986 Stiff Bristles 24" 12

102884 Stiff Bristles & 55" Handle 24"x55" 1

102885 Stiff Bristles & 59" Handle 24"x59" 1

102988 Soft Bristles 24" 12

102888 Soft Bristles & 55" Handle 24"x55" 1

102889 Soft Bristles & 59" Handle 24"x59" 1

102987 Stiff Bristles & Metal Stay 24" 12

102886 Stiff Bristles, Metal Stay & 55" Handle 24"x55" 1

102887 Stiff Bristles, Metal Stay & 59" Handle 24"x59" 1

102989 Soft Bristles & Metal Stay 24" 12

102890 Soft Bristles, Metal Stay & 55" Handle 24"x55" 1

102891 Soft Bristles, Metal Stay & 59" Handle 24"x59" 1

102990 Stiff Bristles 36” 6

102892 Stiff Bristles & 55" Handle 36"x55" 1

102893 Stiff Bristles & 59" Handle 36"x59" 1

102992 Soft Bristles 36” 6

102896 Soft Bristles & 55" Handle 36"x55" 1

102897 Soft Bristles & 59" Handle 36"x59" 1

102991 Stiff Bristles & Metal Stay 36” 6

102894 Stiff Bristles, Metal Stay & 55" Handle 36"x55" 1

102895 Stiff Bristles, Metal Stay & 59" Handle 36"x59" 1

102993 Soft Bristles & Metal Stay 36” 6

102898 Soft Bristles, Metal Stay & 55" Handle 36"x55" 1

102899 Soft Bristles, Metal Stay & 59" Handle 36"x59" 1

102196 Replacement Metal Stay 6

 

Look for FSC® 
Certified Products
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When we made the decision to sell a range of 
wooden brushware that’s made from sustainable 
sources, we felt that the best way we could 
achieve this was by supplying products certified 
by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®), which 
helps take care of forests and the people and 
wildlife who call them home.

What is FSC?
FSC stands for 'Forest Stewardship Council'. They are an 
international non-profit organisation dedicated to promoting 
responsible forestry. FSC certifies forests all over the world to 
ensure they meet the highest environmental and social standards.

Products made with wood and paper from FSC forests are marked 
with the ‘tick tree’ logo. When you see this logo, you can be 
confident that buying it won’t mean harming the world’s forests.

How does the FSC system work?
Forests are inspected and certified against strict standards based 
on FSC’s 10 Principles of Forest Stewardship. These inspections 
are undertaken by independent organisations, such as the Soil 
Association, that are accredited by the FSC. In order to be given 
FSC certification a forest must be managed in an environmentally 
appropriate, socially beneficial and economically viable manner.

This is what makes the FSC system unique and ensures that 
a forest is well-managed from the protection of indigenous 
people’s rights to the methods of felling trees. Forests that meet 
these strict standards are given FSC certification and the timber 
is allowed to carry the FSC label.

How can I be sure that the product really does 
come from an FSC well-managed forest?
In addition to forest certification, the FSC system includes a 
certified chain of custody that tracks the timber through every 
stage in the supply chain from the forest to the final user.

You can check on the FSC website that Robert Scott is an 
approved supplier using our company name in the search page.

What does the FSC label mean?
The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) logo on a wood or wood-
based product is your assurance that it is made with, or contains, 
wood that comes from FSC certified forests or from post-
consumer waste. There are three types of FSC label: 100%, FSC 
Mix or FSC Recycled. 

Which products carry the label?
In the UK, the FSC label can be found on garden furniture, 
decking, sheds, conservatories, tools, bird boxes and bird tables, 
kitchen, bathroom and general housewares, brushes, wall paper, 
flooring, doors, shelves, furniture, toilet tissue, paper, pencils, 
charcoal - in fact most things made from wood! The label can 
also be found on non-timber forest products such as natural 
latex, cork and bamboo.

For Robert Scott products, this includes our wooden range of 
brushware including brooms and hand brushes.

How does FSC differ from other forest 
certification schemes?
There are a number of other forest certification schemes around 
but they do not have the same strict environmental, social and 
economic standards or such a rigorous chain of custody; tracking 
timber from the forest to the final user.

FSC is therefore the only forest certification scheme endorsed 
by the major environment charities including WWF, Greenpeace 
and the Woodland Trust. 

Do FSC certified products cost more?
Like all products it depends on the availability but on the whole 
familiar items will be roughly the same price as non-FSC items.

For more information on our FSC brooms please  
call 01457 819400, email info@robert-scott.co.uk, 
or visit robert-scott.co.uk

FLOORCARE – BRUSHWARE

What does FSC® mean to you? 

“ Products made with wood 
and paper from FSC forests 
are marked with the ‘tick 
tree’ logo. When you see this 
logo, you can be confident 
that buying it won’t mean 
harming the world’s forests".
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Sustainability. A word on the 
lips of so many industries and 
so as we embark on a new year, 
Alastair Scott, sales director at 
Robert Scott, takes stock of the 
business’ focus for 2020 and its 
plans to shine an even brighter 
spotlight on sustainability in the 
years to come.

More than ever before, customers and their janitorial staff 
are increasingly aware of the need to make more sustainable 
choices when it comes to their cleaning regime. Be that making 
more considered product choices that are less harmful to 
users and with better environmental credentials or finding 
ways to reduce plastic waste and increase recyclable materials 
throughout the supply chain.

As a business, it’s not just product innovation where we are 
looking to improve the sustainability of our products. We’ve 
also set our sights on our core offering of traditional cleaning 
products such as mops, brooms and cloths – products that are 
used day-in-day-out and which aren’t often associated with 
being typically ‘green’ – and feel it’s time to remind ourselves 
of the sustainable merits of traditionally produced products.

Take our floor and dish cloths for instance. These are 
manufactured using recycled shredded clothing, which means 
we are diverting textile waste from landfill and giving it 
another use.

Robert Scott’s mops, manufactured here in the UK at our mills 
in the north west of England, are also made using sustainably-
sourced materials. The cotton used in the mop head is sourced 
from waste produced during the spinning process, again giving 
a use for a material that would otherwise be disposed of.

For a more sustainable approach to traditional mopping we’ve 
designed the patented Refill socket mop. This means you only 
need to dispose of the mop yarn while re-using the plastic 
socket, which are also made here in the UK. The Refill socket 
can be cleaned and reused hundreds of times, and is colour 
coded to prevent cross-contamination, making mopping more 
hygienic, cost-effective and eco-friendly.

Packaging is one of the biggest contributors to plastic waste in 

all sectors, wth the majority of single-use plastic being used to 
package products. That’s why we recently launched a 100% 
recycled and 100% recyclable spray bottle that’s made here 
in the UK out of plastic milk bottles that would otherwise go 
straight to landfill. This allows end users to dispense cleaning 
fluids without the waste and environmental impact of single-
use plastic bottles, which are often made from virgin plastic.

And we’ve already talked about our range of wooden 
brushware and broom handles created from sustainable 
sources and certified by the Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC). These products includes our wooden brooms and hand 
brushes, and to make it easier to identify which ones are 
certified look out for the FSC logo on the product listing on our 
website.

We’re also continuing to develop our Toucan Eco bio-cleaning 

range – a sustainable and chemical-free disinfectant and 
cleaning solution for businesses, which removes the need 
for 80% of chemical cleaning products while significantly 
reducing single use plastic bottles and cutting costs for a 
business.

Additionally, we are rolling out a new biodegradable wrap 
to protect and package items. This reduces the life of the 
packaging – an important step towards finding new ways to 
reduce the environmental impact of packaging waste.

Whether you’re looking to make small changes to your 
everyday cleaning processes with sustainably-sourced and 
manufactured traditional products, or you’re considering an 
overhaul of your cleaning system with innovation such as 
Toucan Eco, it’s important to remember that you are making 
steps to change. If we can all do something, no matter how big 
or small, we can work towards making a positive change for our 
industry and securing the future of this planet.

For more information on Robert Scott’s sustainable products, 
please call 01457 819400, email info@robert-scott.co.uk or 
visit robert-scott.co.uk.

Taking a traditional approach to sustainable 
cleaning

Floorcare
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Zinc Plated Floor Squeegee
A foam rubber squeegee with zinc plated holder, designed to 
give good contact on uneven surfaces for efficient everyday 
floor cleaning. Recommended for use with our aluminium 
handle 103144 (p50) for best results.

101504 35cm 10

101505 45cm 10

101506 55cm 10

101507 75cm 10

Sponge Mop 
Good quality sponge flat mop with hinged plastic head and 
push operated squeezing action. The standard mop has a 
polyester foam head, while the Wonderdry has an absorbent, 
cellulose head, which can be replaced.

102919 Standard 23x10x112cm 12

102925  Wonderdry 20x13x127cm 4

102926 Replacement Head 20x13cm 8

 

Combo Sponge Mop
Cellulose sponge mop with lever-operated roller wringer, 
ideal for smaller mopping tasks. Easy to maintain and can be 
sterilised in an autoclave. Replacement heads available.

102920 Combo Sponge Mop 139cm 1

102923 Replacement Head 32cm 6

Heavy-duty Floor Squeegee
A professional plastic squeegee with two foam rubber blades, 
ideal for fast cleaning and drying of all hard floors. Available 
in a range of sizes to suit all needs, and in five colours for easy 
colour coding. Fitting suitable for handles with 25mm diameter. 
We recommend the Hygiene handle 103131 (p49).

101498 35cm 6

101499 45cm 6

101500 55cm 6

101501 65cm 6

101502 75cm 6

 

Lightweight Floor Squeegee
A lightweight floor squeegee that’s ideal for the fast cleaning 
and drying of hard floors. It features two rubber foam blades 
and a hanging tab for easy storage, and is available in white 
only. Fits the standard 102855 and heavy gauge 102857 
handle (p50)

101565 55cm 24

Dry Up Pad 
Clean up spilt liquids with the super absorbing disposable pad. 
It’s ideal for soaking up oils in kitchens or garages, water and 
other liquids, or even blood and urine in hospitals, disposable 
gloves should always be used to prevent contamination.

103238 45x33cm 5x10pk

 

FLOORCARE – SQUEEGEES & SPONGE MOPS
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Professional Lobby Dustpan & Brush 
A professional quality tough plastic dustpan and brush set. The 
dustpan has a rubber lip designed to fit flush to the floor and 
collect waste more efficiently. The soft bristle brush can be 
clipped to the dustpan for easy storage when not in use.

101045 Dustpan & Brush 30x13x92cm 1

101055 Dustpan 30x92x13cm 6

101042 Brush 90cm 6

101047 Universal Snap-on Clip 1

Contract Lobby Dustpan & Brush
Good value dustpan and brush set for everyday litter and dust 
clearing. Dustpan has rubber lip to keep it flush to the floor, and 
swing-up action to collect debris efficiently. Lightweight brush 
clips to dustpan handle, and the set hangs up for easy storage 
when not in use. Now available in blue, green, red and yellow.

101051 Dustpan & Brush 29x28x103cm 10

101043 Brush 30x8x90cm 10

101053 Dustpan 29x93cm 10

Stainless Steel Lobby Dustpan & Brush
Stylish design, high quality stainless steel dustpan and brush 
set. Dustpan has flap-down lid to contain sweepings. Wide, soft 
bristle brush can be clipped to dustpan for easy storage when 
not in use.

101058  Dustpan & Brush 30x8x90cm 1

101059 Dustpan 31x88cm 1

101042 Brush 90cm 6

101047 Universal Snap-on Clip 1

Extra Wide Steel Dustpan 
Extra wide black enamel finish dustpan 
for the easy collection of debris.

102938  40x41x9cm 6

Black Powder Coated Lobby Dustpan & Brush
High quality dustpan and brush set with black finish. Dustpan 
has flap-down lid to contain sweepings. Wide, soft bristle 
brush can be clipped to dustpan for easy storage when not in 
use.

104328 Dustpan & Brush 30x9x90cm 1

104413 Dustpan 31x90cm 6

101042 Brush 30x8x90cm 6

101047 Universal Snap-on Clip 1

Baggy Sweeping Set 
Versatile lightweight sweeping set with 
jointed rubber blade, open ended pan 
and integral bag holder to remove and 
hygienically collect dirt at the same time.

102935 29x98cm 6

104490 29x98cm 1

FLOORCARE – DUSTPANS & BRUSHES

Lobby Dustpan, Brush & 
Squeegee
A dustpan set which includes a brush and 
a squeegee designed for cleaning up food 
waste and liquids. 

104454 Lobby Dustpan 
Brush & Squeegee

29x28x103cm 10

104453 Squeegee & Clip 30x83cm 5

101043 Brush 30x8x90cm 10

NEW

Floorcare
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FLOORCARE – SCRUBBING

Caddy Clean Scrubbing Machine
Caddy Clean is a versatile, lightweight scrubbing 
machine which can be used on almost any 
surface, making it a popular choice with 
professionals. Battery operated and compact,  
it is perfect for cleaning hard to reach areas 
where bulky mains-operated machines can’t fit.

Its 1.7 litre solution tank (sold separately) and trigger delivers 
fluid straight to the scrubbing heads, which includes soft 
microfibre or abrasive pads and bristle heads for tough 
scrubbing, cleaning and polishing. The telescopic handle 
reduces bending and stretching, and the handheld attachment 
can be used on its own for scrubbing on bathroom or  
kitchen surfaces.

Pads and brushes are easily attached and the heavy-duty 
battery, which fits onto a belt, gives up to two hours cleaning 
time. Caddy Clean is suitable for use just about anywhere,  
with no need to carry multiple tools for different areas. 
Abrasive pads come in six colours.

What's in the kit?

The kit includes the scrubbing machine, handheld attachment, 
12v battery, charger and belt clip, two pad holders, a pair of 
abrasive and a pair of soft pads, and a pair of standard and 
light brushes (solution tank sold separately).

The handheld attachment can be used on its own. The 
handheld kit includes the scrubbing machine, handheld 
attachment, 12v lithium battery, charger and belt clip, 
two pad holders, a pair of abrasive and soft 
pads, and pair of standard and light 
brushes.

104235 Caddy Clean Scrubbing Machine Kit 11x18x90cm 1

100498 Solution Tank 1.7l 1

100482 Caddy Clean Handheld Kit 12x25x18cm 1

100493 Powerhead 1

100479 Handle For Handheld Kit 1

100471 Standard Brush 12x12x5cm 2

100484 Pad Holder 9x9x3cm 1

100489 Microfibre Pads 11x11cm 10

102544 Scouring Pads 10x10x3cm 10

104348 Lithium Battery, Cable & Case 1

100476 Battery Charger 1

100475 In-car 12V Charger 1

100480 Holdall 1

Abrasive Telescopic Time
saving

No buckets
required

Light 
weight

T: 01457 81940032

Holdall  
(sold separately)

Caddy Clean kit contains:

Solution Tank 
(sold separately)
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FLOORCARE – SCRUBBING

Handy Kit
A handheld cleaning tool with a tough shaped plastic handle, 
ideal for use on floor and other hard surfaces. Comes complete 
with three cleaning pads. It can also be used with the Maxi 
Erase-all pad.

101101 Handy Kit Holder + 3 Sets Of Pads 24x10x7cm 1

102431 Maxi Erase-all Pad 23x10x3cm 10x5pk

Maxi Erase-all Pad
A larger version of the Erase-all hand sponge, suitable for use 
with the Octopus cleaning tool. It easily removes stubborn dirt 
without the need for chemicals. Ideal for tackling scuff marks 
and stains on floors and skirting.

102431 Maxi Erase-all Pad 23x10x3cm 10x5pk

101105 Octopus Cleaning Tool Only 23x4x10cm 12

103132 Hygiene Handle 125cm 20

Octopus Scrub Pad System
A flexible scrubbing tool which is ideal for cleaning both floors 
and skirting. It is made from tough plastic, with a swivel head 
to reach into corners and a choice of four grades of abrasive 
pads for light, medium, heavy-duty and extra heavy-duty use. 
While it fits most of our handle range, we recommend our 
Aluminium and Hygiene handle (p50). Can also be used with 
the Maxi Erase-all Floor Pad.

101106 Octopus Starter Pack + 3 Pads 1

101105 Octopus Cleaning Tool Only 23x4x10cm 12

102688 Octopus Scrub Pad Light-duty 25x11x2cm 25

102522 Octopus Scrub Pad Medium-duty 25x11x2cm 25

102503 Octopus Scrub Pad Heavy-duty 25x11x2cm 25

102461 Octopus Scrub Pad Extra Heavy-duty 25x11x2cm 25

103144 Aluminium Handle 137cm 10

103132 Hygiene Handle 125cm 20

102431 Maxi Erase-all Pad 23x10x3cm 10x5pk

Floorcare
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FLOORCARE – SCRAPING & POLISHING, ENTRANCE MATS

Floor Scraper & Replacement Blades 
A stylish slimline floor scraper, easily removes tough dirt, 
chewing gum and dried-on grime from most hard surfaces. 
Replacement blades available.

101508 Floor Scraper Complete 130x10cm 10

101516 Replacement Blades 10x1cm 25

Floor Scrapers, Kits & Accessories 
A good quality scraper with a deeper blade, which easily 
removes stubborn dirt, gum or mud from floors. Available with 
a choice of blades for use on either wood and vinyl or stone 
and ceramic floors. Replacement blades available.

104224 Floor Scraper Complete  
For Stone/Ceramic

147x20cm 5

101517 Replacement Blades For Stone/Ceramic 20x8cm 10

101521 Floor Scraper Complete For Wood/Vinyl 147x20cm 5

101518 Replacement Blades For Wood/Vinyl 20x8cm 10

Bonnet Mop
A range of bonnet mops for use with rotary floor cleaning 
machines. Available in four types: soft looped yarn for carpets; 
hard floor for combination dirt collection and polishing; 
microfibre for use wet or dry on any surface, and high 
performance Queen bonnets.

100150  Carpet 15" 2

100151 Carpet 17" 2

100153 Hard Floor 15" 2

100154 Hard Floor 17" 2

100155 Microfibre 17" 2

104148 Queen 17" 2

Carpet Bonnet Mop Hard Floor Bonnet Mop

Microfibre Bonnet Mop Queen Bonnet Mop

Sizes available

60x85cm 85x300cm 115x250cm 150x250cm 75x85cm

115x180cm 115x300cm 150x300cm 85x115cm 115x200cm

150x200cm 200x200cm 85x150cm 115x240cm 150x240cm

200x300cm

Colour Star Printed Mat 

Have your company logo or other image printed in high 
definition, photorealistic colour on a hardwearing, stain 
resistant mat in a range of 16 sizes and shapes, suitable for use 
in just about any setting. The mats are durable PET fibre, made 
from 50% recycled materials, with a tough, non-slip rubber 
backing. With a range of 60 vivid, colourfast shades, your mats 
are guaranteed to be stylish and eye-catching.
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FLOORCARE – ENTRANCE MATS

Rubber Anti-Fatigue & Entrance Mat
A hardwearing rubber mat which is particularly suitable for 
employee protection against hard floors in either wet or dry 
areas. Made from tough NBR rubber with a slip-resistant raised 
surface and drainage holes, it conforms to safety tests and is 
ideal for workplace use. Available in two sizes.

100424 150x90cm 1

100425 120x80cm 1

Frontbrush Heavy Traffic Entrance Mat
A heavy-duty textured mat which will scrape away soiling from 
footwear, it is a perfect choice for use in heavy traffic areas. 
Flexible anti-slip vinyl backing for extra safety. Available in a 
choice of five sizes and in brown, blue and grey.

100431 90x60cm 1

100432 120x90cm 1

100433 150x90cm 1

100434 180x120cm 1

100435 240x120cm 1

Frontline Entrance Mat
An entry level tufted polypropylene mat with good water 
retention, ideal for workplaces. Hardwearing, non-slip vinyl 
backing for extra safety. Available in a choice of five sizes and 
in blue/black, brown/black, white/black, red/black.

100426  90x60cm 1

100427 120x90cm 1

100428 150x90cm 1

100429 180x120cm 1

100430 240x120cm 1

Frontguard Entrance Mat 
A high quality mat with luxury deep pile surface for excellent 
dirt and water retention, ideal for use in office environments 
and reception areas. Flexible anti-slip vinyl backing for extra 
safety. Available in a choice of five sizes and in red, black, 
brown and grey.

100439  90x60cm 1

100440 120x90cm 1

100441 150x90cm 1

100442 180x120cm 1

100443 240x120cm 1

Floorcare
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FLOORCARE – SAFETY FLOOR SIGNS

Avoid costly liability claims and ensure you 
comply with the latest health and safety laws.

Slipping and falling accidents cost businesses millions of 
pounds a year in compensation. Our range of high visibility 
signs warn of temporary hazardous areas, providing valuable 
safety information and marking of potential danger to help 
prevent slips, trips and falls. They are lightweight, highly 
durable and easy to transport.

Wet Floor Sign Printing
Advertise your company on every floor sign. We can custom 
print safety signs with your company name, logo and any 
special safety message. There is a minimum order quantity of 
100 signs for this service.
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Standard Safety Floor Sign
A great value double sided A-frame sign to warn against 
potential hazards from wet floor surfaces during and after 
cleaning or spillages. Made from vivid yellow plastic with 
bright red/black graphics, these are available with a range of 
warning messages or blank for your own sticker. No assembly 
needed, folds flat for easy storage.

101423 Caution Wet Floor/Cleaning in Progress 62x30cm 10

101433 Cleaning In Progress 62x30cm 5

101439 Male/Female Attendant 62x30cm 5

101441 Wet Floor/Wet Floor 62x30cm 5

101434 Closed for Cleaning 62x30cm 5

101437 Window Cleaning 62x30cm 5

101440 Blank Wet Floor 62x30cm 5

101438 Out of Service 62x30cm 5

Banana Cone®

Extremely effective at gaining attention, the Banana Cone is 
compliant with OSHA and International Safety Standards. It 
is designed to be stackable for easy storage and available in 
two sizes.

104555 Big 36x36x90cm 1

104557 Original 30x30x60cm 3

A-frame Banana Sign® 
Designed to stand out, the sign features rubber stoppers 
to prevent someone sliding on it if the sign is pushed over. 
Collapsible for easy storage, the sign is compliant with OSHA 
and International Safety Standards.

104558 30x60cm 6
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Door Stop With Handle
A handy tool to safely prop doors open for easy access during 
cleaning tasks. The ergonomically-designed long handle with 
built-in locking/unlocking mechanism enables easy use with 
no bending. It also has a sturdy rubber stopper with a non-slip 
base to prevent damage to doors and flooring. 

103646 8x16x75cm 1

Stackable Caution Cone
A sturdy bright yellow cone made from tough polypropylene 
with ‘Caution’ in bold print on both sides to warn against 
hazards. Stackable for easy storage. 

101464 46cm 10

Safety Barrier Sign (Pair)
A versatile 264cm long folding barrier with a pair of hinged 
panels to prevent unwanted entry. Clear red ‘No entry’ graphics 
on both sides. Multiple panels can be clipped together to make 
a larger barrier if needed. Folds flat for easy storage.

101461 90x264cm 3 Pair

FLOORCARE - SAFETY FLOOR SIGNS

Hanging Door Safety Sign 
A handy, spring-loaded bar with hanging sign, easily fitted to 
doorways from 70-95cm to prevent entry during cleaning. 
Made from flexible, hardwearing materials with rubber end 
caps to prevent damage to door frames. Rolls up for easy 
storage when not in use. 'For cleaning' can be hidden for 
general use.

101442 70-95cm 4

Safety Cone 
A bright four-sided cone with universal wet floor graphic and 
‘Caution’ printed in two choices of English only or English, 
German, French, Spanish and Dutch on all sides. Multiple units 
can be used with barrier chain or tape to cordon off larger 
areas. 

104383 Robert Scott Standard Safety Cone 68cm 5

101462 Multilingual Large Safety Cone 91cm 5

101469 Link Chain 610cm 3

Floorcare
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FLOORCARE – FLOOR PADS

KGS Flexis® Floor Pads – diamond cleaning  
made easy!
KGS Flexis pads are designed to be the ultimate in daily cleaning and polishing of virtually any hard 
floor without chemicals. Made with Ferrzon®+ microcrystal technology, they produce cleaner and 
shinier floors in less time.

Red: coarse 400

The red pad is mainly used for 
heavy duty surface renovation. It is 
intended for deep cleaning and as a 
good starting point for the rest of the 
process. Used for rough, greasy or very 
dirty surfaces, or as a process starter 
and occasional use.

Blue: medium 800

The blue pad can be used for deep 
cleaning and produces a light 
reflective finish, most popular in 
large industrial and commercial 
applications. Used for high traffic 
floors, occasional use for deep 
cleaning and daily for light gloss.

Yellow: fine 1500

The yellow pad is intended for 
both daily polishing and cleaning, 
producing a clear, reflective shine. 
For floor maintenance and daily for 
medium gloss.

Green: very fine 3000

The green pad polishes your floor to a 
high gloss. Daily use will maintain and 
improve the polish. Used for the daily 
cleaning of all floors to a high gloss.

Cream: ultra fine

The cream pad is used for buffing wet 
or dry giving the ultimate in ‘wet look 
shine’ for high gloss finishes. If it is 
used daily, in combination or without 
the green pad, it will maintain and 
improve the deep polish shine.

Flexi pads are available in five grades of coarse, 
medium, fine, very fine and ultra-fine.

102549 Coarse 15” 2

102563 Medium 15” 2

102556 Fine 15” 2

102578 Very Fine 15” 2

102570 Ultra Fine 15” 2

102550 Coarse 16” 2

102564 Medium 16” 2

102557 Fine 16” 2

102579 Very Fine 16” 2

102571 Ultra Fine 16” 2
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• Thicker and stronger 20mm pads.
• Open weave provides self-cleaning without chemicals – only 

use water.
• Reduces cleaning times.
• Proven long lasting results and shinier floors.

High 
performance

No chemicals
required

Shine Environmentally 
friendly

102551 Coarse 17” 2

102565 Medium 17” 2

102558 Fine Flexis 17” 2

102580 Very Fine 17" 2

102572 Ultra Fine 17” 2

102553 Coarse 20" 2

102567 Medium 20" 2

102560 Fine 20" 2

102582 Very Fine 20" 2

102575 Ultra Fine 20" 2

Light Gloss

Medium Gloss

High Gloss

Ultra High Gloss
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The biggest and most abused floors are no barrier for KGS Flexis. There is no need to alter your 
program, just fit the appropriate pad onto your scrubber dryer or rotary floor machine.

Floorcare

How to use for daily cleaning

KGS Flexis pads make floor cleaning and polishing easy; just 
follow a few simple guidelines.

• Designed to be used with rotary floor machines and scrubber 
dryers, and speeds of between 200 and 800rpm and weights 
between 20 and 80kgs. For best results, please use a drive 
board.

• The pads can be used on terrazzo marble, granite, concrete, 
ceramic tiles, vinyl, plastic, linoleum, epoxy and acrylic floors – 
just match the pad to the floor.

• Remove dirt and dust first by using the first required grit.
• Test in an out of the way area before beginning the full job 

and in an area that can be easily controlled.
• Flexis pads do not require heavy duty chemicals to work.
• Beware of sharp protrusions in the floor (i.e. metal strip or 

sharp lippage).
• Make sure you fit the pad colour side down.
• Use flat Velcro style drive boards to maximize floor contact. 

This delivers a more even floor finish.
• For daily cleaning we recommend the green pad, one pass and 

wet.
• Wash pads daily for best performance and to extend life of 

the pads.
• Flexis pads do not require chemicals, just use water.

Deep cleaning sequence

For maximum deep cleaning we recommend the four step 
process of Flexis red, blue, yellow and green in sequence, each 
with five passes and using water.
 

Top tip

For best results, use a flat Velcro style drive board. A brush type drive board which does not offer flat coverage can 
result in uneven pad wear.

Surface application guideline

Daily 
cleaning

Wet look
high polish

Deep cleaning

Material / surface 3000 8000 400 800 1500 3000

Terrazzo ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Mat concrete ✓ ✓ ✓

Polished concrete ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Granite ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Marble & other soft stone ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Limestone ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Composite tiles ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ceramic tiles (Ultragres) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Epoxy ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Linoleum ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Vinyl / plastic ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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FLOORCARE – FLOOR PADS

Ultra High Speed Floor Pad
For machines operating at 600 to 2000rpm.

Standard Speed Floor Pad
For machines operating up to 600rpm. 85mm push out centre hole 
prevents the floor pad from overheating. Pads hug uneven  floors 
and can be used on both sides with no loss of efficiency. To extend 
the life of the pads, brush the pad surface while rinsing with clean 
water by using the centre push-out piece, and hang to dry.

Sapphire: 
High lustre polishing (hard)
A super soft polishing pad to give floors a high gloss 
shine. Suitable for daily use. 2,000rpm.

102626 Sapphire 17” 5

102625 Sapphire 20” 5

Natural: 
Moderate buffering (moderate)
Virgin polyester combined with natural bristles and a 
special elastic resin makes a durable and flexible pad. 
Suitable for vigorous polishing or to finish the floor after 
crystallisation. 600rpm.

102621 Natural 17” 5

102618 Natural 20” 5

Black: stripping & 
cleaning
For wet scrubbing strong 
layers of emulsion floor 
polishes. Removes the 
old finish and eliminates 
concrete burns.

Brown: 
scrubbing
Hard aggressive 
scrubbing wet or 
dry, with strippers. 
Prepares the floor  
for new emulsion 
floor polishes. 

Green: 
intermediate 
cleaning
For the removal  
of surface layers 
of wax and to 
prepare the 
floor for the next 
process. Use wet.

Blue: light 
cleaning
Light cleaning 
and spray 
burnishing.

Red: 
polishing 
spray
For frequent  
use on relatively 
clean floors and 
spray burnishing. 
It also cleans and 
polishes dry.

Tan: polishing
For light cleaning 
and maintaining  
all types of floors. 
Use dry.

White: 
finishing & 
polishing
Suitable for 
finishing  
and polishing 
floors. Use dry.

Colour 6" 8" 10" 11" 12" 13" 14" 15" 16" 17" 18" 19" 20" 21" 24"

Black 102627 102484 102460 102463 102486 102467 102469 102472 102475 102478 102480 102482 102465 102628 102629

Green 102584 102613 102595 102596 102615 102599 102600 102603 102605 102608 102610 102612 102598 102585 102586

Brown 102631 102500 102489 102490 102501 102492 102493 102494 102495 102497 102498 102499 102491 102632 102633

Blue 102453 102541 102521 102523 102542 102526 102527 102529 102532 102535 102537 102539 102525 102455 102457

Red 102636 102667 102644 102645 102668 102650 102652 102655 102658 102661 102663 102665 102648 102639 102641

Tan 102681 102518 102502 102504 102519 102506 102507 102508 102511 102514 102516 102517 102505 102682 102683

White 102684 102707 102687 102689 102708 102693 102694 102696 102698 102701 102703 102705 102691 102685 102686

Personalise your floor pad label
You need to order a minimum quantity 25 cases or 125 pads, but the order can be made up of mixed colours and mixed sizes 
based on complete cases. Each case features personalised labelling including your logo and short message or description. 

Erase-all Floor Pad

The floor pad is designed to clean tough 
marks, stains and ingrained dirt on hard 
floor surfaces such as concrete, ceramic, 
marble, stone and safety flooring. 
Can be used daily, periodically or for 
deep cleaning. It’s environmentally-
friendly as there’s no need for cleaning 
chemicals – you just use water. Made 
from a melamine compound, the pad is 
designed for scrubber dryers and rotary 
floor machines.

104510 17” 2

104511 20” 2

NEW
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Mops, Handles,
Buckets & Trolleys
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – SOCKET MOPS

Big White Exel® Socket Mop 
A lightweight, super-absorbent mop made from non-woven 
fabric strips, with the extra-secure Exel push fitting to avoid 
the mop slipping in the handle whilst wringing. A great value, 
fast drying alternative to cotton mops, ideal for smaller areas. 
Colour coded sockets plus white.

102199 117g 6x10pk

 

Big White RS1 Socket Mop 
A lightweight, super-absorbent mop made from non-woven 
fabric strips. A great value, fast drying alternative to cotton 
mops, ideal for smaller areas. Colour coded sockets plus white.

102204 107g 6x10pk

Refill Mop
Our Refill Mop has a unique, patented reusable mop socket 
which easily and securely clips the mop head into place. Just 
replace refills when necessary to reduce plastic waste and save 
money. Sockets are colour coded plus white. UK patent No. 
2497337. 

The refill is available in three yarns. The Big White mop is made 
from non-woven spun-lace, is low linting and highly absorbent. 
A cotton-rich version is also available in both PY and twine 
yarns. 

102214 Big White Refill Mop 85g 10x10pk

104191 PY Refill Mop 160g 10x10pk

104192 Twine Refill Mop 160g 10x10pk

100291 Big White Refill Mop Starter Kit 85g 20

101835  Refill Socket & Clip  20

We are committed to British manufacturing.

Big White T1D Socket Mop
A lightweight, super-absorbent mop made from non-woven 
fabric strips. A great value, fast drying alternative to cotton 
mops. Ideal for smaller areas and available with colour coded 
sockets plus white. Features a more environmentally friendly 
T1D socket with less plastic. Push fits onto alternative handles, 
as well as our own.

102209 Small 87g 10x10pk

102211 Standard 102g 6x10pk

102213 Large 137g 5x10pk
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – SOCKET MOPS

Exel® Revolution Socket Mop
A circular mop head with the Exel push fit socket. Stayflat band 
holds the circular shape enabling the mop to cover a larger 
floor area, whilst the looped yarn prevents linting and yarn 
tangling in use. Made from a unique blend of polyester and 
cotton yarns for improved strength and absorbency. Available 
in various weights and colours. Washable up to 60 degrees.

103074 200g 20

103075 250g 15

103076 300g 15

103077 350g 10

 

Hygiemix Socket Mop
A circular mop head with a T1 screw thread socket. The stayflat 
band holds the circular shape enabling the mop to cover a 
larger floor area, whilst the looped end prevents linting and 
yarn tangling in use. Made from a unique blend of polyester 
and cotton yarns for improved strength and absorbency. 
Available in various weights and colours. Washable up to  
60 degrees.

103061 180 20

103062  200 20

103064 250 15

103065 300 15

103066 350 10

 

Coloured Hygiemix Socket Mop
A fully colour coded mop system, offering the same cleaning 
benefits as the hygiemix mops, but with coloured yarn as well 
as coloured T1 screw thread sockets.

104118 200 20

104120 300 15

 

Exel® Supermop with Silver Ions
An Exel mop which features long, thick strands of non-woven fabric 
that contains an antibacterial silver ion treatment. This means 
that once bacteria is picked up by the mop the silver ions prevent 
bacterial growth and enables a longer life of the product. Colour 
coded and washable.

104236 134g 2x12

 

NEW

Exel® Microfibre Socket Mop
This Exel microfibre mop combines superior microfibre yarn 
with the Exel push-fit socket, making it one of the most 
absorbent mops on the market. The mop can clean a larger 
floor area faster than traditional cotton mops, as it’s made with 
a stayflat band, which holds the mop in a circular shape that 
increases contact with the floor.

104411 185g 20

104412 285g 15
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – SOCKET MOPS

PY Exel® Socket Mop
A traditional yarn mop with our Exel push fitting, designed 
to avoid the mop slipping on the handle whilst wringing. 
Absorbent PY yarn is suitable for smoother floor surfaces like 
laminate or lino flooring. Available in various weights with four 
colour coded sockets, plus white.

102262  150g 6x10pk

102266 200g 6x10pk

102268 250g 5x10pk

102271 300g 4x10pk

Twine Exel® Socket Mop
Made from thinner twine yarn which is more resistant to 
abrasion and suitable for more profiled or rougher flooring. 
Twine yarn doesn’t lint as much as PY. Available in various 
weights with four colour coded sockets plus white.

102251 150g 6x10pk

102254 200g 6x10pk

102257 250g 5x10pk

102259 300g 4x10pk

PY Yarn Socket Mop
A traditional yarn mop suitable for general purpose mopping 
with RS1 fitting. Absorbent PY yarn is suitable for smoother 
floor surfaces like laminate or lino flooring. Available in various 
weights, colour coded plus white. A metal socket is also 
available.

101863 No.10 132g 10x10pk

101870  No.12 182g 10x10pk

101872   No.14 232g 5x10pk

101876 No.16 282g 5x10pk

Twine Yarn Socket Mop
A traditional socket mop made from thinner twine yarn which 
is more resistant to abrasion and suitable for more heavy tread, 
rougher flooring. With RS1 fitting. Twine yarn does not lint as 
much as PY yarn. Available in various weights and four colour 
coded sockets, plus white. Also available in a metal socket.

101848   No.10 132g 10x10pk

101852  No.12 182g 10x10pk

101856  No.14 232g 5x10pk

101858  No.16 282g 5x10pk

Cotton mops made in 
the UK to accredited 
standards
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – PRAIRIE MOPS

Big White Exel® Prairie Mop 
A lightweight, high performance Prairie mop made from highly 
absorbent, low-linting, non-woven fabric, with an Exel push 
fitting attached. Ideal for high traffic areas as floors dry faster 
after cleaning. Available in two sizes, colour coded fitting plus 
white.

102245 Exel Stubby 197g 50

102246 Exel Large 247g 40

Big White T1 Prairie Mop
A lightweight, high performance mop made from highly 
absorbent, low-linting, non-woven fabric, with a T1 fitting 
attached. Ideal for high traffic areas as floors dry faster after 
cleaning. Available in two sizes, colour coded fitting.

102240 Stubby 194g 5x10

102238 Large 244g 40

Hygiemix Exel® Prairie Mop
Hardwearing mop made from a unique blend of bleached 
cotton and synthetic yarns, with an Exel fitting attached to 
avoid user contact when changing heads. The stayflat band 
keeps the yarn flat on the surface covering a larger area, whilst 
the looped end yarn prevents tangling. 

103008 340g 10

103010 450g 10

Hygiemix T1 Prairie Mop
Hardwearing mop made from a unique blend of bleached 
cotton and synthetic yarns, with a T1 fitting attached to avoid 
user contact when changing heads. The stayflat band keeps 
the yarn flat on the surface covering a larger area, whilst the 
looped end yarn prevents tangling. 

103006 340g 10

103007 450g 10
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – PRAIRIE MOPS

Exel® Prairie Mop
Kentucky style mop with Exel fitting attached to avoid user 
contact with soiled mop when changing heads. Made from PY 
or multi-yarn in two weights, with colour coded fittings. 

102234 PY 340g 40

102235 PY 450g 30

102227 Multi 340g 50

102228 Multi 450g 40

Prairie T1 Mop
Kentucky style mop with screw thread T1 fitting attached to 
avoid user contact with soiled mop when changing heads. 
Made from PY or multi-yarn in two weights, with colour coded 
fittings.

102231  PY 340g 40

102232 PY 450g 30

102222 Multi 340g 50

102225 Multi 450g 40

Coloured Hygiemix Prairie T1 Mop
A fully colour coded mop system, offering the same cleaning 
benefits as the Hygiemix Prairies; but with coloured yarn as 
well as coloured T1 sockets.

104131 340g 10

104130 450g 10

Cotton mops made in 
the UK to accredited 
standards
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Mopping the sustainable way with recycled textile 
manufactured locally.
Mops are often overlooked as a sustainable cleaning product, but when the fabric is sourced from recycled textile and most made 
here in the UK into CHSA accredited mops then Robert Scott mops are a green way to clean. 

That’s eco-friendly cleaning know-how from Robert Scott.

Sustainable Recycled
fabric

CHSA
compliant
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS –  KENTUCKY MOPS

Big White Kentucky Mop
A lightweight, high performance Kentucky mop made from 
highly absorbent , low-linting non-woven fabric, ideal for high 
traffic areas as floors dry faster after cleaning. Various weights 
available. Use with our Kentucky fittings. Scratchback option 
available upon request.

100869 Scratchback 150g 50

100870 Scratchback 200g 50

100871 Scratchback 250g 50

100874 Sewn Centre 150g 50

100878 Sewn Centre 200g 50

100883 Sewn Centre 250g 50

Microfibre Stayflat Kentucky Mop
A high quality, extra absorbent microfibre mop, ideal for fast 
and hygienic cleaning of large floor areas without the need for 
chemicals. The stayflat band keeps the yarn flat on the floor 
surface enabling the mop to cover a larger floor area, whilst the 
looped end reduces linting and yarn tangling in use. Use with 
our kentucky fittings. Flagged for colour coding.

101183 340g 25

PY Yarn Kentucky Mop
Absorbent PY yarn Kentucky mop for larger floor areas. 
PY yarn suitable for wood, laminate and other smooth 
floor surfaces. Various weights available, and flagged 
for easy colour coding. Use with our Kentucky mop fittings. 

100962 340g  Flagged 40

100967 400g Flagged 40

100969 450g Flagged 30

100975 560g Flagged 30

100976 680g Flagged 25

Coloured Hygiemix Kentucky Mop
A fully colour coded Kentucky mop offering the same cleaning 
benefits as the Hygiemix Kentucky mops, but with coloured 
yarn. Abrasive scratchback centreband for removing dirt whilst 
mopping.

104133 340g 10

104135 450g 10
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – KENTUCKY MOPS

Twine Yarn Kentucky Mop 
A kentucky mop for use on larger floor areas, made from low-
linting, thinner twine yarn. Suitable for rougher surfaces like 
safety flooring. Available in various weights and flagged for 
easy colour coding.

100977  340g  Flagged 50

100980  400g Flagged 50

100981  450g Flagged 40

100984 560g Flagged 30

100985 680g Flagged 25

Multi-Yarn Kentucky Mop 
Made from extra hard-wearing multi-yarn which is constructed 
from multiple strands of twine yarn. An absorbent kentucky 
mop for larger floor areas. Available in various weights and 
flagged for easy colour coding.

100947   340g  Flagged 50

100949   400g Flagged 50

100951   450g Flagged 40

100958  560g Flagged 30

100961 680g Flagged 25

Cotton mops made in 
the UK to accredited 
standards

Scratchback Stayflat Kentucky Mop 
PY, Twine and Hygiemix yarn kentucky mops with an abrasive 
scratchback centre band for removing dirt whilst mopping. 
The stayflat band keeps the yarn flat on the floor, enabling 
the mop to cover a larger floor area, whilst the looped 
end reduces linting and avoids yarn tangling in use. White 
colour scratchback is standard, also available with coloured 
scratchback.

100992    PY 340g  40

100993   PY 450g 30

100857 Twine 340g  50

100858  Twine 450g 40

103055  Hygiemix 340g 10

103056 Hygiemix 450g 10

Stayflat Kentucky Mop
PY, Twine and Multi yarn kentucky mops. The stayflat band 
keeps the yarn flat on the floor surface enabling the mop to 
cover a larger floor area, whilst the looped end yarn reduces 
linting and yarn tangling in use. Separate codes for natural 
colour.

100919     PY 340g  40

100920     PY 450g 30

100929     Twine 340g  50

100930    Twine 450g 40

100893   Multi 340g 50

100895 Multi 450g 40
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – HANDLES

Exel® Handle
A medium-weight aluminium handle with push fitting which 
can be used with all Exel sockets. Available with handle grip in 
six colours for easy colour coding.

103171 137cm 5

Hygiene Handle & Plastic Kentucky Fitting 
A lightweight aluminium handle with plastic fitting suitable for 
use with Kentucky mop heads. 

103026 137cm 5

Hygiene Handle
A versatile aluminium handle with T1 screw thread which can 
be used with mops, mop holders, washable brushware and 
squeegees. Available with handle grip in five colours for easy 
colour coding.

103132 125cm 20

103131 137cm 20

Powder Coated Handle With Metal Kentucky 
Fitting
A hardwearing steel handle which comes complete with a 
metal fitting for use with Kentucky mop heads.

103037  137cm 10

Wooden Handle With Metal Kentucky Fitting 
A sturdy wooden handle complete with metal kentucky fitting. 
Available in varnished and non-varnished options.

100915 Wooden Handle With Metal Kentucky Fitting 137cm 5

100914 Varnished Handle With Metal Kentucky Fitting 137cm 10

101839 Varnished Wooden Handle Only 137cm 10
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – HANDLES

Composite Handle
A sturdy handle with shaped comfort grip, made from 
composite material with the T1 screw thread for use with 
socket mops, washable brushware and plastic mop holders. 
Colour coded plus white.

103136  137cm 10

Wall Tidy
High quality wall-mounted rack for space-saving storage of 
your handles and tools. Push and grip design fits handles from 
9-35mm diameter. Available in five colours.

101770 55x6cm 5

Contract Handle
A good value handle with the T1 screw thread suitable for use 
with both screw thread and Exel sockets. Fits a wide range of 
our mop and broom heads. Available with hand grip in four 
colours.

103133   133cm 10

Aluminium Handle
A lightweight aluminium handle with drilled end for use with 
E-clip fitting on the Speedy Break-frame. Colour coded handle 
grips.

103144 137cm 10

Clippex Handle
A versatile handle with interchangeable clips available in 
four colours and features the T1 screw thread. The handle 
is available in two lengths. Ideal for keeping stock lines to a 
minimum.  

103141   125cm 20

103138 137cm 20

Standard Handle
A handle with an Italian screw thread fitting which is suitable 
for use with deluxe broom heads and deck scrub. Available 
in six colours, including white and black, and with a heavier 
gauge option (102857) in white only.

102855 Standard 120cm 24

102857 Heavy Gauge 120cm 24
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – HANDLES

Ergo-Globe and Telescopic Handle
The ergonomic Ergo-globe and telescopic handle both have a 
rotating ball on the end to help reduce strain on wrists during 
high level cleaning. The blue only Ergo-Globe fits the High 
Level Cleaning Tool and Cobweb Brush. The colour coded 
Telescopic handle fits flat mop frames. Both reach from 90-
162cm. 

103164 Ergo-Globe Handle With Cone  
Fitting

90-162cm 10

103152 Telescopic Handle With Drilled  
Fitting

90-162cm 5

Kentucky Fitting
Plastic mop holder suitable for use with kentucky mop heads. 
Available in 5 colours. Also available in metal.

100988 Plastic 5

100911 Metal 5

Telescopic Pole
A strong, aluminium telescopic pole with twist-lock for easy 
access to hard to reach awkward areas without ladders. 
Available in a range of lengths with secure twist-locking sleeve, 
and replacement end cones and locking sleeves available. 
End cone also fits Universal Clamp, Pipe Brush, Flexi Tool and 
Golden Magnet Duster.

103155    Single Section Pole 125cm 5

103156   Two Section Telescopic Pole 139-252cm 5

103157   Two Section Telescopic Pole 213-401cm   2

103160 Three Section Telescopic Pole 157-400cm 1

103158   Three Section Telescopic Pole 222-573cm 2

103163    Replacement End Cone 8cm  10

103165 Replacement Twist Locking Collar 10

3-Piece Handle 
A versatile 3-Piece cleaning handle that connects to create a 
137cm handle and fits a variety of products including T1 screw 
thread and Exel push-fit socket mops, brooms and squeegees.
It's perfect for internet shopping resellers as an easy way to 
deliver what is usually a bulky item.

103565 3-Piece Handle 137cm 10

104108 Colour Coded Handle End Caps 10

Alloy Telescopic Handle
A lightweight, twist-lock telescopic handle with cone fitting for 
use with the Robert Scott Cobweb and Pipe brushes, and Flexi 
tool.

103161 75-135cm 15
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – HANDLES

One handle fits all with the 
Robert Scott Hygiene handle
With a universal screw fitting, the Hygiene handle can be used with practically every cleaning tool, 
including push-fit, collar grip and, of course, screw-fit sockets. This means you can sweep, mop and 
squeegee without the hassle of stocking different handles for different jobs. 

Washable Broom Washable Deck Scrub Grout Brush

Octopus Scrub  
Pad System

Microtex  Flat  
Mop Frame

Uniko Break-frame Speedy Break-frame

Heavy Duty  
Floor Squeegee

All Socket Mop FittingsAll Prairie Mop Fittings

The Hygiene handle can be used with all of these fittings:
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How to fit a Hygiene handle to 
an Exel® socket mop
The Exel push-fit socket features internal ridges, which are designed to take the 
thread of the Hygiene handle. This means the Hygiene handle fits both screw 
and push fittings.

To fit, push the Hygiene handle into the Exel socket and, while applying firm 
pressure, screw the handle clockwise until tight. The handle will screw its own 
thread into the socket.

To remove, place the mop head on the floor, preventing it from moving by 
placing a foot on the yarn, and simply unscrew in an anticlockwise direction.

Exel Mop Head 

EX

EL

Exel socket mop
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – BUCKETS & WRINGERS

23 Litre Smoothline Kentucky Bucket & Max450 Wringer
The high performance handle-operated Max450 wringer is designed for easy use and improved effectiveness for 
faster drying floors. Fits a wide range of buckets, and suitable for use with all sizes of mop up to 450g. Available 
in the four colours.

101255  Smoothline Bucket & Max450 Wringer 23l 1

101241  Smoothline Bucket Only 23l 1

101373 Max450 Mop Wringer 1

23 Litre Smoothline Bucket & Wringer
A professional and sturdy 23 litre wheeled bucket, designed for strength, easy use and efficient 
mobility. Ideal for use with Kentucky mops up to 560g (20oz). Made in the UK from hardwearing  
polypropylene with dirt retaining sump for improved hygiene. Wringer attachments are easy to 
fit and remove.  Available in four colours, with or without wringer. Smoothline buckets feature the 
warning symbol on one side, and can be printed with your logo or other message on the other side. 

23 Litre Smoothline Kentucky Bucket & Ambassador Wringer
The Ambassador wringer is made from zinc coated steel, handle operated with nylon pressure bars suitable for 
use with mops weighing from 340-560g. Available in four colours. 

101251 Smoothline Bucket & Ambassador Wringer 23l 1

101241 Smoothline Bucket Only 23l 1

101370 Ambassador Steel Mop Wringer 1

101370 Ambassador Steel Mop Wringer Plain 1
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – BUCKETS & WRINGERS

15 Litre Professional Bucket & Wringer 
A sturdy polypropylene bucket with a high profile clip on 
wringer to reduce spillage. Printed with ‘Caution wet floor’  
on two sides and features internal graduation marks. 
Available in five colours.

102946 15l 10

14 Litre Great British Bucket & Wringer
The aptly named ‘Great British bucket’ comes with a large 
wringer, graduation marks and, of course, is made in UK.  
Colour coded. 

104025 14l 10

104622 Recycled Black 14l 10

20 Litre Speedy Bucket & Wringer
A lightweight wheeled bucket with removable wringer and 
divider to separate clean and dirty water. This bucket is 
designed to be used for damp mopping with microfibre mops. 
Ideal for quick response cleaning. Printed with ‘Caution wet 
floor’ on two sides, and available in four colours.

101248 20l 1

10 Litre Phoenix Bucket & Wringer
A lightweight bucket with reinforced clip on wringer and 
overspill drainer on the rim. Integral 30ml detergent reservoir.  
Underside tip handle and pouring lips on two sides for easier, 
safer emptying. Colour coded.

102951 10l 10

25 Litre Buffalo Kentucky Bucket & Wringer 
Made from hardwearing polypropylene with dirt retaining 
sump and unique curved shape to avoid spillage. Sturdy, 
effective handle-operated wringer suitable for use with 
Kentucky mops 300-450g. Colour coded. 

101253 Buffalo Bucket & Wringer 25l 1

101244 Buffalo Bucket Only 25l 1

101365 Buffalo Wringer Only 2
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14 Litre Double Bucket & Wringer 
A two section bucket with eight and six litre compartments and 
a central wringer, designed to separate clean and dirty water for 
improved hygiene. Heavy-duty double handle for extra safety 
when carrying. Available in the four colours.

102950  14l 10

 

ADD BLACK BUCKET IMAGE
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – BUCKETS & WRINGERS

10 Litre Galvanised Bucket & Roller
A durable 10 litre bucket made from galvanised steel, with 
integral roller-operated wringer.

101473  10l 1

13 Litre Galvanised Bucket with Wringer
A durable 13 litre bucket with built in wringer, made from 
galvanised steel, designed to be long-lasting and ideal for 
general cleaning.

101474   13l 4

15 Litre Builders Bucket 
A heavy-duty, durable polypropylene bucket with a strong 
metal handle, integral pouring spout and internal graduation 
marks. 

102955   15l 20

10 Litre Round Bucket
A heavy-duty 10 litre bucket with metal handle, pouring spout 
and graduation marks. Available in red and white.

102953 10l 12

10 Litre Homeware Bucket
A good value basic plastic bucket with easy grip carry handle. 
Available in five colours.

102834  10l 30

12 Litre Galvanised Bucket
A heavy-duty galvanised bucket and metal handle, which can 
be used for hot contents.

101472   12l 10
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – RAPID RESPONSE CLEANING

7 reasons to implement a rapid response  
cleaning regime with microfibre 

Rapid response 
cleaning is critical 
when it comes to 
effective floorcare 
maintenance. Here 
Pete Jones, regional 
sales manager at 
Robert Scott, takes us 

through his top reasons why businesses should 
implement a rapid response microfibre cleaning 
system as part of their maintenance regime.

1. Reduce your risk of slip and trip hazards.

Slips, trips and falls are among the most common causes of 
accidents in the workplace, and often occur as a result of 
improper cleaning processes. By developing a rapid response 
regime with a product such as microfibre, which provides 
quick-drying results and in most cases requires only water, 
businesses can significantly reduce the risk of potential wet 
floor hazards or slippery surfaces. Trolley and caddy systems 
are an effective way to ensure employees are able to travel to 
the incident location with the necessary tools without risking 
their own safety by carrying equipment on their person.

2. Save time with a quick-drying system.

In order for rapid response cleaning to be its most effective, it 
is important to choose the right materials for the job at hand. 
Microfibre is by far the most effective material for immediate 
cleaning of busy environments. Microfibre mops and cloths 
are designed to clean surfaces without the need for chemicals 
which means that cleaners can improve sustainability and 
dramatically reduce costs, while eliminating the need for harsh 
chemicals and excessive amounts of water. A damp microfibre 
mop dries surfaces in approximately two minutes, whereas a 
traditional cotton mop takes upwards of 10 minutes.

3. Minimising disruption.

As part of a rapid response regime, staff need to consider how 
they can minimise disruption to public areas as these are the 
most common locations for slip and trip hazards. It is worth 
considering how you will cordon the area – high visibility 
signage, cones or tape – and how long the signs are required 
to stay in position. By using suitable products, such as quick-
drying microfibre, you’re able to clean the affected area quickly 
causing a minimal amount of disruption.The fuss-free nature 
of microfibre also means janitorial staff are able to respond 
quickly as less preparation is required, so any affected areas 
can be cleaned in a matter of moments.

4. Reducing bi-product waste.

Another benefit of using microfibre as a rapid response 
material is its ability to significantly reduce waste. Microfibre 
mops and cloths can be washed and reused time and time 
again, minimising the need for volume of stock. As discussed, 
microfibre also requires very little water and can be used 
without chemical cleaning agents (unless specifically required), 

making it a more sustainable and environmentally-friendly 
cleaning method. Microfibre has been proven to remove over 
99.9% of dirt and bacteria, while traditional systems often 
only remove 60%. Microfibre also removes dust completely 
leaving no cleaning films behind and therefore surfaces stay 
cleaner for longer.

5. A system that suits you – disposable vs. non-disposable.

The nature of the location will determine whether a disposable 
or non-disposable cleaning system is required. For example, if 
a school has access to a washing machine they would be able 
to use a non-disposable system to wash mops and reduce the 
need for surplus stock. Comparatively, a hospital will need 
to use a disposable system in certain areas to reduce cross-
contamination risk.

6. An effective method for daytime cleaning.

Any rapid response regime must be effective for use during 
the daytime as this is when accidents are most likely to occur 
during times of higher footfall, and where a microfibre mop 
and cloth system can deliver further benefits as it enables 
cleaning without the need for noisy machinery such as 
vacuums and polishers. Businesses where excess surface water 
is a potential hazard, such as restaurants and cafes, could also 
benefit hugely from implementing a microfibre rapid response 
regime as certain products can be used to clean and dry 
instantly. 
 
7. Health and wellbeing for the whole team.

By implementing microfibre products to a rapid response 
protocol there are numerous benefits for the health and 
wellbeing of your staff. The lightweight nature of the material, 
and the modern design of most microfibre mops, significantly 
contribute to reducing the risk of strains or injuries from heavy 
lifting, and by using a trolley or caddy system you ensure that 
staff are able to respond quickly and safely to affected areas 
with the necessary equipment.

As well as this, reducing or eliminating the need for cleaning 
chemicals and hazardous substances by using microfibre, 
dramatically reducing the risk of skin irritations or more long-
term health implications that can be caused by use of these 
products.

Which products to choose for rapid-response cleaning?

Microspeedy  
Mop System

Rokleen  
Trolley Maxi

Pro-mist  
Mop System
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Pro-mist Mop System
NEWAn innovative microfibre flat mop kit, which 

combines the new ergonomic Pro-mist spray 
handle and microfibre pads for effective, rapid 
response floor cleaning without the need for 
buckets or constant wringing out.

The Pro-mist features a removable bottle and spray trigger, and 
delivers a fine mist of solution directly to the cleaning surface, 
helping you to clean and dry floors quickly. The mop’s break-
frame also has a built-in release system to avoid user contact 
with the soiled mop. The Nano-Ag mop is also available as a 
scrub mop.

It is available in two kits: with an antibacterial Nano-Ag silver 
microfibre mop to prevent bacterial growth; or a 10pk of 
disposable Microfibre Mi-mops which are ideal for hygiene-
critical areas such as restaurants where there is no access to 
laundry facilities.

This kit can also be used with our range of microfibre flat mops 
featured on page 67.

104281 Pro-mist Microfibre  
Antibacterial Mop Kit

44x14x138cm 1

104280 Pro-mist Microfibre  
Disposable Mop Kit

44x14x138cm 1

104303 Nano-Ag Microfibre Flat Mop 43x14cm 5

103274 Nano-Ag Microfibre  
Scrub Flat Mop

Flagged 43x14cm 10

104327 Mi-Mop Microfibre Flat Mop 41x13cm  50pk

103373 Uniko Break-frame 40x11cm 5

104222 Pro-mist Handle & Bottle 6x7x130cm 1

Mi-mop Disposable Flat Mop

Time savingMicrofibre
cleaning

No buckets
required

Anti-
bacterial

Innovation

Nano-Ag Microfibre Flat Mop

MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS  – RAPID RESPONSE CLEANING
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – BUCKET-FREE MOPPING

Microtex® Mop System
100644 Microtex Mop Kit Flagged 30x5x140cm 1

100643 Microtex Mop Kit Flagged 52x5x140cm 1

100638 Microtex Flat Mop Flagged 30x16cm 5

100635 Microtex Flat Mop Flagged 52x16cm 5

100640 Microtex Flat Mop Flagged 61x16cm 5

100696 Microtex Scrub Flat Mop Flagged 34x17cm 10

103374 Microtex Flat Mop Frame 24x8cm 1

103375 Microtex Flat Mop Frame 40x8cm 1

101119 Microtex Flat Mop Frame 55x8cm 1

101979 Spray Head & Bottle (Printed Water) 600ml 20

103131 Hygiene Handle 137cm 20

Microfibre
cleaning

No chemicals
required

Washable

60º

Use wet
or dry

Microtex Flat MopMicrotex Flat Mop Frame Microtex Scrub Flat Mop Spray Head & Bottle 
(Printed Water)

A  bucket-free microfibre mopping system ideal 
for use on wood or non-slip floors, without the 
need for a bucket or chemicals. 

Spray bottle delivers water direct to cleaning area, and the 
multi-angled holder enables easy access to hard to reach 
areas. Designed for use with the Microtex flat mop, Microtex 
scrub flat mop, or fastnet floor pad. Mops are washable and 
flagged in four colours.

robert-scott.co.uk58
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No bucket 
required
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Microspeedy Mop System

MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – DAMP MOPPING

101284 Microspeedy Kit: Bucket & 
Wringer, Flat Mop,  
Break-frame, Hygiene Handle

1

101248 Speedy Bucket & Wringer 20l 1

103367 Speedy Break-Frame 40x11cm 1

100662 Speedy Microfibre Flat Mop Flagged 45x16cm 10

100655 Scrub Microfibre Flat Mop Flagged 43x15cm 10

104341 Micro-fringe Microfibre 
Flat Mop

Flagged 43x13cm 10

103131 Hygiene Handle 137cm 20

Microfibre
cleaning

No chemicals
required

Use wet
or damp

Speedy Break-FrameSpeedy Microfibre 
Flat Mop 

Micro-fringe
Flat Mop 

Scrub Microfibre 
Flat Mop 

Quick
Response

20l

Capacity

The Microspeedy kit is a professional quality, 
complete flat mopping system which enables 
easier, faster and more effective cleaning, 
especially in high traffic environments where 
surfaces need to be cleaned and dried quickly. 

It is designed to be used with our highly effective and 
easily fitted 40cm microfibre flat mops, which use the 
minimum amount of water for fast drying, and do not need           
chemicals to give excellent cleaning results.

The break-frame ensures easy fitting and removal of mop 
heads which are flagged with four colours. The kit comes 
complete with the 125cm colour coded Hygiene handle and 
the wheeled 20l Speedy mop bucket, a combination bucket 
and wringer with a built-in water divider for better hygiene.
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – DAYTIME CLEANING REGIME

Make daylight savings work by switching 
to a daytime cleaning regime 

Regional sales 
manager at Robert 
Scott, Tom Capper, 
considers how using 
a microfibre system 
could help your 
business make the 
switch to a daytime 
cleaning routine.

One of the many challenges service contractors and cleaners 
face with a daytime cleaning regime is how to minimise 
disruption to the working day of employees and customers, 
while ensuring that cleaning performance and productivity  
is maintained without compromising the safety and wellbeing 
of occupants and staff. 

For most businesses the main task is to clean floors and hard 
surfaces and, in busy environments such as retail outlets, 
healthcare facilities and restaurants, ensure that any spillages  
or dirt caused by heavy footfall can be quickly and effectively 
cleared without closing sections of the building or business.

This is where the benefits of microfibre mopping systems  
and cloths come into their own. As one of the first companies 
to introduce microfibre products to the UK’s janitorial sector 
over 20 years ago, we have long been an admirer of microfibre’s 
capabilities. We are encouraged by the increased use of 
these products to help companies adhere to the demands of 
sustainability and the environmental concerns associated with 
our industry. 

Microfibre mops and cloths clean surfaces without the use  
of chemicals, meaning cleaners can use more environmentally-
friendly methods, dramatically reduce costs and, in a daytime 
cleaning context, eliminate the need for chemicals and large 
quantities of water in busy environments.

Daytime cleaning requires both a planned maintenance 
programme and protocol for environments where a rapid 
cleaning response is required for heavily trafficked areas. By 
using microfibre mopping systems such as the Microspeedy 
or Pro-mist Systems designed specifically for rapid response 
cleaning, businesses can ensure that floors are kept clean, 
dry and safe, while equipping cleaners with the tools to react 
quickly with the minimum amount of disruption, creating a 
more positive experience for staff.

When it comes to daytime cleaning, the most significant 
benefit is that microfibre enables cleaning without the need 
for noisy machinery such as vacuums and polishers. Microfibre 
mops and cloths can be washed and re-used many times 
over and, as they do not require the use of chemical cleaning 
agents, they are much safer to use and have been proven 
to remove over 99.9% of dirt and bacteria while traditional 
systems often only remove 60%. 

Businesses where excess surface water is a potential 
hazard could benefit hugely from implementing a daytime 
cleaning regime using microfibre. Hard surfaces that are 
cleaned with a damp microfibre mop pad dry in approximately 
two minutes, whereas a traditional cotton mop could take 
upwards of 10 minutes. 

Microfibre is both quiet and unobtrusive, making it an ideal 
product for daytime cleaning as it allows businesses to operate 
a strategic cleaning programme without any major disruption. 
The requirement for less water use with microfibre helps to 
significantly reduce slip-hazard areas for staff and customers, 
and also greatly reduces the amount of time flooring needs 
to be out of use for cleaning, which is imperative during the 
daytime. 

For more information on microfibre cleaning systems, 
or advice on adopting a daytime cleaning regime, please  
call 01457 819400, email info@robert-scott.co.uk, 
or visit robert-scott.co.uk

“ Businesses where excess 
surface water is a potential 
hazard could benefit hugely 
from implementing a 
daytime cleaning regime.”
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – TROLLEYS & CARTS

Port-A-Cart Cleaner's Trolley
Multipurpose cleaning trolley made from tubular steel, with 
three storage areas for cleaning items and built-in hanger for 
waste bags. Comes complete with 100l vinyl waste bag and 
braked castors on the back wheels.
101287  Port-A-Cart Trolley & Vinyl Bag 46x92x104cm 1

101286 Port-A-Cart Vinyl Waste Bag 100l 1

101288 Castors 8cm 1

104200 Braked Castors 8cm 1

Jolly Trolley
A compact cart made from hardwearing plastic, designed for 
use in confined areas. It has three levels of shelving for storage 
and transport of cleaning items, and a built-in hanger for waste 
bags. Comes complete with a 60 litre vinyl bag. Lockable box 
to store chemicals safely is sold separately.  

101272 Jolly Trolley  49x113x98cm 1

101274 Jolly Trolley Vinyl Bag 60l 1

101273 Jolly Trolley Front Wheel 10x10cm 1

101275 Jolly Trolley Rear Wheel 20x20cm 1

104384 Jolly Trolley Lockable Box 28x36x34cm 1

Folding Waste Cart & Blue Vinyl Bag
A sturdy cart made from durable tubular steel, which holds 
open a waste bag for collecting rubbish. Includes a support 
tray for heavier items. Folds away for easy storage. 
101268   Folding Waste Cart & Vinyl Bag 57x71x91cm 1

101264 Blue Vinyl Bag 205l 1

101266 Folding Waste Cart & Translucent  
Vinyl Bag

58x91x66cm 1

101265 Translucent Vinyl Bag 205l 1

101288 Castors 8cm 1

101285 10 Pocket Caddy Bag 49x61cm 1

Multipurpose Cart
Versatile multipurpose cart made from tubular steel with 
heavy-duty vinyl bag, ideal for collecting and transporting 
bulky items in retail, hospital or hotel environments, or 
collecting waste. Built-in support tray for heavier items. Folds 
away for easy storage when not in use.
101283 Multipurpose Service Cart & Translucent Bag 62x102x94cm 1

101282 Translucent Bag 66x91x99cm 1

103999 Castors 8cm 1
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – PRE-SOAKED MICROFIBRE TROLLEYS

Rokleen Maxi Pre-soaked Mopping Trolley
The Rokleen Maxi is for cleaning larger floor areas with pre-
soaked microfibre. It includes red and blue 12 litre containers 
and lids, a 20 litre bucket and hermetically sealed lid for flat 
mops, red and blue 60 litre waterproof bags for laundry nets, 
and three anti-slip rubber handle holders. Laundry nets are 
also available (sold separately).

101317 Rokleen Maxi Trolley 60x116x126cm 1

101295 Container & Lid 12l 1

101294 Top Down Container & Lid 10l 1

101292 Plastified Bag 60l 1

101310 Drawstring Laundry Nets 80l 1

Rokleen Microfibre Trolleys
Rokleen is a versatile and compact trolley system for pre-soaked microfibre cleaning. The system uses 
the minimum of water to soak up to 20 mops in sealed containers. 

This is a more environmentally-friendly cleaning method as it significantly reduces the use of cleaning chemicals and water.  
And, as the flat mops are used damp, there’s no need for wringing out so floors dry faster than traditional mopping, resulting in a 
much safer task.
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Rokleen Midi Pre-soaked Mopping Trolley
The Rokleen Midi is made from heavy-duty, shock-resistant 
plastic, designed for stability, easy manoeuvring and storage. 
It includes red and blue 4 litre container and lids, a 20 litre 
container and hermetically sealed lid for pre-soaked mops and 
cloths, red and blue 60 litre waterproof bags for laundry nets, 
and three anti-slip rubber handle holders. Laundry nets are 
also available (sold separately).

101321 Rokleen Midi Trolley 60x112x99cm 1

101293 Container & Lid 4l 1

101294 Top Down Container & Lid 10l 1

101292 Plastified Bag 60l 1

101310 Drawstring Laundry Nets 80l 1

Microfibre
cleaning

Environmentally
friendly

Faster drying
floors



MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – MICROFIBRE TROLLEYS

Lockable Alpha Trolley
101228 Lockable Alpha Trolley Complete  60x107x97cm 1

101294 Top Down Container & Lid 10l 1

101295 Container & Lid 12l 1

101292 Plastified Bag For Trolley 60l 1

101310 Drawstring Laundry Nets 80l 1

Medical Microfibre
cleaning

Lockable High
performance

The Alpha Trolley is ideal for larger working 
environments and lets you easily take all of your 
equipment with you. It is made from heavy-duty 
shock resistant plastic, with a lockable cupboard 
for secure storage. When not in use, the trolley 
can be folded into a compact size for easy 
storage.

This is an environmentally-friendly cleaning method as it 
significantly reduces the use of cleaning chemicals and water. 
And, because the flat mops are used damp, there’s no need 
for wringing out and floors dry faster than traditional mopping 
resulting in a much safer task.

The trolley includes two 10 litre containers and lids, and two 
12 litre lidded containers for pre-soaked mops and cloths, two 
red and blue wash net carriers, three anti-slip rubber handle 
grips. Buckets are available in four colours. Laundry nets are 
also available (sold separately).

Folds to a compact size of  
80cm wide for easy storage

80cm

Lockable storage cupboard 
with x2 shelves and tray
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – QUICK RESPONSE TROLLEYS

Quick Response Trolley for Flat Mopping
Designed for damp microfibre flat mopping using the Speedy 
system, a faster and more effective way to clean with the 
minimum of water and chemicals, especially in high traffic 
environments where surfaces need to be cleaned and dried 
quickly. The trolley includes a 25 litre Kentucky bucket and a 
wringer suitable for flat mops, two bucket holders, two hooks 
to hold equipment, a handle holder, and a rear holder for 
refuse sacks. Buckets and containers are colour coded.

101352  Quick Response Trolley 
(Flat Mopping)

38x73x105cm 1

101242 Kentucky Bucket 25l 1

101363 Speedy Wringer 1

101293 Container & Lid 4l 1
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Quick Response Trolley for Socket Mopping
Designed for the socket mopping of smaller floor areas. The 
trolley includes a colour coded 15 litre bucket and wringer, a 
roller clip to hold a mop, two bucket holders, two hooks to hold 
equipment, a handle holder, a rear holder for refuse sacks, and 
a shelf at the back to hold equipment. Buckets and containers 
are colour coded.

101355 Quick Response Trolley  
(Socket Mopping) 38x73x105cm 1

102946 Professional Bucket & Wringer 15l 10

101293 Container & Lid 4l 1

The Quick response trolley range is a sturdy piece of kit that is easy to manoeuvre and small enough  
to store in most cleaning cupboards. It is available in a range of traditional socket, Kentucky, flat and  
pre-soaked mopping systems.

The trolley features a fixed caddy at the rear for cleaning equipment, and has room for two 4 litre containers (sold separately)
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – QUICK RESPONSE TROLLEYS

Quick Response Trolley for Kentucky Mopping
Designed for mopping larger areas and heavy duty, hard 
wearing floors with Kentucky mops. The trolley includes a 
25 litre Kentucky bucket and Max450 Kentucky wringer, two 
holders, two hooks to hold equipment, a handle holder, and a 
rear holder for refuse sacks. Buckets and containers are colour 
coded.

101347 Quick Response Trolley  
(Kentucky Mopping)

38x73x105cm 1

101242  Kentucky Bucket 25l 1

101373 Max450 Mop Wringer 1

101293 Container & Lid 4l 1

Quick Response Trolley for Pre-soaked Mopping
Designed for use with pre-soaked mopping, and is ideal for 
effective cleaning at sites with the minimum of water and 
chemicals. The trolley includes a 10 litre Top Down bucket 
with hermetically sealed lid, two hooks to hold equipment, a 
handle holder, and a rear holder for refuse sacks. Buckets and 
containers are colour coded.

101350 Quick Response Trolley  
(Pre-soaked mopping)

38x73x105cm 1

101294 Top Down Container & Lid 10l 1

101293 Container & Lid 4l 1
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – CART ACCESSORIES

4, 6 & 12 Litre Container & Lid
A useful container and lid with 
graduation marks. Available in three 
sizes and colour coded.

101293 Container & Lid 4l 1

101223 Container 6l 1

101224 Lid for 6l Container 10

101295 Container & Lid 12l 1

Baggy Sweeping Set 
Versatile lightweight sweeping set with jointed rubber blade, 
open ended pan and integral bag holder to remove and 
hygienically collect dirt at the same time.

104490 29x98cm 1

102935 29x98cm 6

10 Litre Top Down Container 
& Lid
A hermetically sealed container used 
for pre-soaking mops. The tight seal 
prevents mops from drying out. An 
accessory for all pre-soaked trollies.

101294 10l 1

Measuring Jug
A 1.5 litre preparation jug with 
graduation marks to indicate how 
much solution to pour for pre-soaked 
microfibre cloths and mops.

101525 1.5l 1

Drawstring Laundry Net
Colour coded laundry nets for mops and 
cloths. Includes labels for returns.

101310 62x83cm 80l approx 1

Flexi Cleaning Tool
A handheld tool which bends into shape to clean the trickiest 
places. The microfibre sleeve attracts and holds dust, and can 
be used dry for dusting or damp for tougher cleaning tasks. 
Chenille microfibre and disposable sleeves are also available. 
Can be used with cone fitting telescopic handles. 

103368 Cleaning Tool 72x6cm 5

100684 Microfibre Sleeve 52x7cm 2x10pk

104285 Chenille Microfibre Sleeve 52x7cm 2x10pk

104181 Disposable Microfibre Sleeve 60x7cm 20x12pk

103164 Ergo-Globe Handle With Cone Fitting 90-162cm 10
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Cleaners Caddy
An everyday essential carrier with strong 
grip handle and convenient multi-
section compartments for tools, bottles 
and cloths.

101682   Cleaners 
Caddy

30x40x17cm 25

101684 Tote 
Standard

27x38x17cm 6

101683 Tote  
Large

35x48x23cm 6

Plastified Trolley Bag
Water repellent trolley bag designed for 
use with laundry nets and carrying dirty 
mops and cloths.

101292 60l 1
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – FLAT MOPS

Uniko Break-Frame
Plastic flat mop frame designed for 
use with flat mops which have pocket 
fittings. Built-in mop release system 
to avoid user contact with soiled mop 
when changing heads.

103373 40x11cm  5

Microfringe Microfibre Flat Mop 
A versatile flat mop for heavily soiled 
areas, the Microfringe features a 
checked microfibre and scrub pattern 
plus a fringe for removing loose dirt. The 
mop is washable with colour coded tabs.

104341 43x13cm 10

Long Pile Microfibre Flat Mop 
A microfibre flat mop which features 
a longer pile for better dirt and liquid 
retention. Ideal for pre-soaked cleaning 
systems, reduces the need for pre-
sweeping and is used in larger floor 
areas such as corridors, canteens and 
departments. 

101184 40x15cm 25

Short Pile Microfibre Flat Mop 
A short pile microfibre flat mop for use 
on all types of hard floors. It is ideal for 
pre-soaked cleaning systems, mopping 
small to medium sized areas, and 
especially for medical environments 
due to its close floor contact. Also 
available as a scrub mop (flagged), 
which is ideal for safety floors.

100641 Short Pile 43x15cm  10

100655 Scrub Pile Flagged 43x13cm 10

Mi-mop Microfibre Flat Mop
A disposable microfibre flat mop, 
ideal for rapid response cleaning in 
hygiene-critical areas such as hospitals 
or restaurants where there is no access 
to laundry facilities. It is low linting, 
lightweight, stays strong when damp, 
and is available in five colours. 

104327 41x13cm  50

Nano-Ag Antibacterial 
Microfibre Flat Mop
An microfibre flat mop with the 
antibacterial properties of silver nano 
technology which prevents bacterial 
growth on the mop, reducing the 
reliance on cleaning chemicals. Also 
available as scrub mop.

104303 Flat Mop 43x14cm  5

103274 Scrub Mop Flagged 43x14cm 10

Trio Microfibre Flat Mop
A tougher microfibre flat mop which 
features three abrasive stripes for 
cleaning tougher marks along with 
looped edging for corners. It is washable 
with colour coded tabs. The mop can 
be used for both bucket and spray 
mopping.

100666 41x12cm  10

Speedy Microfibre Flat Mop
A microfibre flat mop designed to be 
used damp with the Microspeedy Mop 
System for the effective cleaning of 
large hard floor areas. It is washable, 
can be used for both bucket and spray 
mopping, and features colour coded 
tabs.

100662 45x16cm  10

Ergo-Globe and Telescopic 
Handle 
Blue only Ergo-Globe handle with push 
fitting for use with Flexi or Cobweb 
Brush. Colour coded Telescopic handle 
with drilled fitting for use with flat mop 
frames.

103164 Ergo-Globe Handle 10

103152 Telescopic Handle 5
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MOPS, HANDLES, BUCKETS & TROLLEYS – TROLLEY & MICROFIBRE CLEANING 

Creating a healthier hospital environment with 
Robert Scott’s Alpha trolley and microfibre 
cleaning system

Kelly Brierley, key 
account manager at 
Robert Scott, talks 
about the correct 
use of trolley and 
short-pile microfibre 
systems for ward 
cleaning delivered as 
part of a training video 
filmed to help educate 
hospital cleaners.

When it comes to trolley cleaning in hospitals, the same rules 
apply with any traditional vs. microfibre cleaning system in 
terms of using less water and chemical cleaning solutions. At 
Robert Scott, we’ve used our cleaning know-how to develop 
the Alpha Trolley – a smart, portable solution to be used with 
microfibre products to minimise risk of cross-contamination 
and provide a more efficient method of cleaning for end users. 

With any trolley system, preparation is key. It’s important to 
ensure your microfibre cloths are folded and stored in rows  
to allow for even distribution of the chosen chemical cleaning 
agent, which should be applied a minimum of five minutes 
before you begin cleaning. In comparison to traditional 
cleaning cloths, microfibre must be used flat against the 
surface to ensure an effective lift and remove process due  
to the static tension that’s created by its ultra-fine fibres. 

At Robert Scott we would always recommend that one cloth  
is used per bed space in hospitals. Folding the cloths before 
use provides users with eight clean sections to use on each 
cloth, so the risk of moving any bacteria from for example,  
the bedside table to the headboard, is greatly reduced. After 
use, the cloths can be deposited directly into the colour-
coded laundry bag attached to the trolley with individual bags 
provided for cloths and mops as they should always  
be laundered separately. 

The same methodology applies to the mop heads; the Alpha 
trolley has a compartment for storing the mops in rows so the 
cleaning agent can be applied directly and each mop can be 
detached into the corresponding laundry bag after use. We 
would advise using one mop per two beds in hospitals and  
up to where any area ends, for example a door frame or the 
end of a corridor. 

One of the substantial benefits of microfibre cleaning systems 
is that the mops and cloths can be washed and re-used many 
times over. Independent tests commissioned by Robert Scott 
shows that our microfibre range has been proven to remove 
over 99.9% of dirt and bacteria while traditional systems often 
only remove 60%. 

Microfibre also removes dust completely leaving no cleaning 
films behind and therefore ensuring surfaces stay cleaner for 
longer. And finally, with hospital cleaning in mind, microfibre 
enables cleaning with a reduced need for noisy machinery 
such as vacuums and polishers.

As a company with over 90 years’ cleaning know-how we’re 
confident that cleaning with excessive amounts of water 
and chemical solutions belongs in the past. By introducing 
a microfibre cleaning regime to your healthcare facility, and 
ensuring users are trained correctly in its processes, we can 
guarantee not only a reduction in cross-contamination risk  
but also a reduction in excess water and cleaning solution 
usage, which will provide added benefit to the facility from  
an environmental impact standpoint. 

For more information on Robert Scott’s microfibre cleaning 
systems, or to request a cleaning audit, please call on 01457 
819400, email info@robert-scott.co.uk or visit robert-scott.
co.uk.  

“ Independent tests 
commissioned by Robert 
Scott shows that our 
microfibre range has been 
proven to remove over 
99.9% of dirt and bacteria 
while traditional systems 
often only remove 60%.”
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Rental Linens
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Rental Linens
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Rental Linens

Centre Stripe Glass Cloth
Good quality low linting glass cloth. 
Available in five colours.

102788 50x76cm 250

Blue/White Glass Cloth
Hard-wearing all-purpose cloth, suitable 
for glass or general wiping and drying. 
Two stripe options available.

103939 Glass ClothBlue/White 
Wide Stripe

50x76cm 250

RENTAL LINENS – GLASS CLOTHS

103895 Glass Cloth Blue/White 50x76cm 250

103941 50x76cm 250
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Blue/Blue Kitchen Cloth
A versatile, good quality cloth suitable for general kitchen 
use or as a glass cloth.

103891 50x76cm 250

Terry Waffle Cloth Blue Stripe
A durable high quality, highly absorbent terry cloth, 
suitable for general purpose drying and wiping.

103873 45x71cm 250

RENTAL LINENS – KITCHEN LINENS

Herringbone Kitchen Cloth 
A heavy-duty all-purpose cloth suitable for a wide range 
of kitchen uses.

103942 50x76cm 250

103904 50x76cm 250

Rental Linens
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Rental Linens

Herringbone Oven Cloth
A heavy-duty cloth giving excellent 
protection when handling hot kitchen 
items. Available in heavy and standard 
weights.

103854 Blue Stripe 50x76cm 125

100789 Pink Stripe 
Antibacterial

46x72cm 250

104442 Standard 50x76cm 250

Check Waiters Cloth
A universally popular white waiters 
cloth with two blue stripes, ideal for use 
in front of house.

103901 45x71cm 250

RENTAL LINENS  – OVEN & WAITERS CLOTHS

White Honeycomb  
Waiters Cloth
A professional quality towel, 
traditionally carried by waiters and  
used to wipe glassware or cutlery.

102765 50x76cm 10x10pk
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Rental linens
Access a range of premium kitchen linens and laundry products traditionally 
supplied to the professional textile rental sector. This durable range 
includes grill cloths, waiters cloths, serviettes and glass cloths. 
All now supplied by Robert Scott, the leading supplier 
of professional cleaning products.
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Rental Linens

RENTAL LINENS  – GRILL CLOTHS & NAPKINS

Grill Cloth 
A high quality cloth suitable for use as a placemat or as a 
napkin. Available in four colours to match front of house décor.

102737 Blue 53x38cm 250

102737 Magenta 53x38cm 250

102737 Silver 53x38cm 250

102737 Black 53x38cm 250

 

Centre Stripe Napkin
A high quality napkin, available in three colours to match front 
of house décor.

102739 Magenta 56x61cm 5x50

102739 Silver 56x61cm 5x50

103890 Black Centre 56x61cm 5x50

 

Blue Herringbone Napkin
A heavy-duty herringbone-weave napkin suitable for all types 
of dining.

103846 56x61cm 250



T: 01457 81940074

Loomstate Wiper
Industrial cotton wiper for all applications.

100806 40x40cm 1000

100807 58x58cm 500

Coloured Wiper
Colour coded cotton wiper suitable for any industrial 
environment. Available in two colours.

100808 38x38cm 1000

 

Processed Wiper
Processed industrial cotton wiper prevents the need for initial 
washing. Available in two sizes

100804 36x38cm 1000

100805 53x53cm 500

RENTAL LINENS – WIPERS
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Heavy Weight Wiper
Industrial wiper suitable for those areas where a heavy-duty 
cloth is required. Supplied in blue or green.

104115 34x39cm 300
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Rental Linens

Laundry Kit Bag Style With Webbing Closure
A kit bag style laundry bag with a simple, effective webbing 
closure to keep garments clean and secure. Made from 
140gsm washable polyester and available in four colours.

103957 80x40cm 50

Laundry Kit Bag Style With Drawstring & Fixlock 
Closure
A classic drawstring and fixlock closure laundry bag made from 
tough polyester. Available in five colours.

103390 80x40cm 50

 

Laundry Net Bag
A heavy duty polyester laundry net bag, ideal for product 
separation and protection during laundering. Zip closure 
with velcro protective zip tab. Available in two sizes and two 
colours.

104186 70x50cm 20

101270 70x50cm 100

101271 52x42cm 20

 

Small Garment Laundry Bag
A washable laundry bag made from robust polyester, 
capable of holding around 10 to 12 garments to reduce the 
dependance on single use plastic bags. Protective top flap 
keeps garments secure and tidy. Bag is easily secured using 
simple but effective packing. Bags come with corner eyelets 
and are easily attached to the twin trolley to allow quick and 
effective packing.

104216 Small Garment Laundry Bag 56x22x42cm 50

104480 Double Laundry Bag Trolley 38x68x110cm 1

Hamper Style Laundry Bag
Hamper style laundry bag with protective top flaps, three 
straps with ladder-lock closures, handles and four corner 
eyelets for trolley fitting. Available in seven colours.

103392 Laundry Bag 68x45x45cm 50

101269 Laundry Bag 68x45x45cm 10

103721 Hamper Trolley 48x74x107cm 1

RENTAL LINENS – LAUNDRY BAGS
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RENTAL LINENS  – LAUNDRY BAG PRINTING SERVICE

Own label laundry bags
Order laundry bags printed with your logo for easy identification, now available in a range of colours 
and designs to suit your requirements. For more information please contact your account manager.
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Rental Linens

White Roller Towel
A high quality white roller towel suitable for any 
bathroom or changing facilities.

103725 38mx27cm 10

Blue Roller Towel
A tough, heavy-duty roller towel, ideal for use in 
industrial environments.

102794 38mx27cm 10

Blue Candy Roller Towel  
Attractive striped roller towel suitable for use in any 
washroom environment.

102793 38mx27cm 10

Green Ombre Roller Towel
Attractive roller towel with graded stripe design.

102795 38mx27cm 10

RENTAL LINENS  – CABINET ROLLER TOWELS & DISPENSERS

Blue Royale Roller Towel
A tough, heavy-duty roller towel, ideal 
for use in industrial environments.

103739 38mx27cm 10

Light Blue & Dark Blue Ombre 
Roller Towel
Attractive roller towel with light and 
dark blue graded stripe design.

103734 38mx27cm 10

Manual Cabinet Roller Towel 
Dispenser
A blocking mechanism stops the clean 
roll every 30cm. Includes a key lock, 
and fits maximum roll dimensions of 
18x28cm,  40m length. Towels can be 
secured with snap closure, key opening.

103619 Manual 38x27x49cm 1

104210 Retractable 38x27x49cm 1
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White Bath Towel
A soft white bath towel with two header bar design, for use in 
hotel, medical, sports or domestic environments.

103874 70x135cm 36

102822 70x135cm 6

White Face Cloth
A soft, white face cloth. Ideal for hospitality use.

103956 30x30cm 20x12

102824 30x30cm 5x12

White Hand Towel
A soft white hand towel with single header bar design, suitable 
for use in a wide range of environments.

103886 50x90cm 72

102825 50x90cm 12

White Bath Sheet
Extra large soft white bath sheet with three header bar design.

103880 100x150cm 24

102823 100x150cm 4

White Washroom Cloth
A high quality absorbent hand towel ideal for use in bathroom 
or baby changing areas.

102833 30x56cm 250

White Terry Hot Towel
A white cotton cloth, suitable for use as a hot towel in a bar or 
restaurant environment.

102828 28x30cm 1200

RENTAL LINENS  – RINGSPUN TOWELS
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Fogmister
Portable mister with heavy-duty case 
and built-in handle for carrying. Ideal 
for effective sanitising and misting in 
a range of environments. Can be used 
with both water and oil based solutions. 
Easy to fill, clean and operate. Available 
as 240V and 110V.

100508 110v 1

100509 240v 1

 

Tri-jet Fogger
The CE approved Commander Tri-Jet 
can be used as a chemical fogger or for 
humidity control. It is simple to use and 
available in both 110V and 240V. The 
combination of adjustable valve and 
the tornado action nozzle allows you to 
direct mist up to 9 metres directionally. 
The versatility of this unit allows you 
to fog with both water and oil-based 
materials.

100524 110v 1

100525 240v 1

 

Mini Fogger
The CE approved Mini Fogger can 
be used as a chemical fogger or for 
humidity control. It is simple to use and 
available in both 110V and 240V. The 
combination of adjustable valve and 
the tornado action nozzle allows you 
to maximise mist up to nine metres 
directionally. The versatility of this unit 
allows you to fog with both water and 
oil-based materials.

100517 Mini Fogger 1

100518 Mini Fogger with Euro Plug 1

 

Dosage Pump
For the delivery of a wide variety of viscous products such as 
hand soaps, detergents, cooking oils, food relishes, waxes and 
cleaning chemicals. Standard closures 38mm, 40mm, or 60mm. 
Can accommodate a multitude of larger plastic or metal lids 
and closures. Restrictor clip available to reduce the output of 
pump in 5ml stages.

102105  38mm Closure For 5l Container 10ml  25

102116 38mm Closure For 5l Container 15ml 25

102080 38mm Closure For 5l Container 20ml 25

102106 38mm Closure For 5l Container 25ml 25

102104 38mm Closure For 5l Container 30ml 25

102087 40mm Closure For 5l Container 30ml 25

104138 60mm Closure For 25l Container 30ml 25

102124 5ml Restrictor 100

 

Restrictor caps:

5ml

5ml

5ml

5ml restrictor 
clips equating 

to 15ml on 
30ml pump 

allows a 15ml 
dosage of 

liquid.

16l Backpack Sprayer
A robust and lightweight 16 litre lever pump action back pack 
sprayer ideal for gardening, ground maintenance, weeding, 
farming and agriculture. It features an extra-long 46cm 
adjustable spray lance, viton seals, 1m flexible hose and 
adjustable shoulder straps.

102134 Backpack Sprayer 16l 1

102136 Seal Kit 1
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Heavy-duty Pressure Sprayer
A professional sprayer with powerful pressure lance, and 
shoulder strap. Made from heavy-duty materials and high 
quality Viton seals for maximum chemical resistance.

Available with five or ten litre bottles. Replacement lance and 
seals available.

102179  Heavy-Duty Sprayer & Lance 5l 1

102178 Heavy-Duty Sprayer & Lance 10l 1

102181 Lance Only For Sprayer 1

102180 Seals Kit For Sprayer 1

SPRAYS, PUMPS & TOUCAN ECO – SPRAYS & PUMPS

Heavy Duty Pump Up Sprayer
A heavy duty sprayer available in 1 litre and 1.5 litre sizes 
and designed for a wide range of applications. It features an 
adjustable nozzle from jet to fine mist, internal dip tube filter 
and protection cap to extend the life of the sprayer, along with 
a wheel operated pressure release valve 

The sprayers are colour coded based on the liquids to be 
dispensed. Blue sprayers are fitted with Viton seals for acid 
and chemical products, grey with EPDM seals for alkaline or 
acetone liquids, and yellow with a nylon pump and Viton seals 
for benzene and fuels, tar removal, mechanical workshops 
lubricants. A foamer version is available upon request. To 
prolong the life of the sprayer thoroughly clean out after use.

102076 Sprayer & Viton Seals 1l 4

102077 Sprayer & Viton Seals 1.5l 4

102072 Viton Seals Kit 1

102068 Sprayer & EPDM Seals                         1l 4

102069 Sprayer & EPDM Seals 1.5l 4

102070 EPDM Seals Kit 1

102074 Sprayer Nylon Pump & Viton Seals 1l 4

102075 Sprayer Nylon Pump & Viton Seals 1.5l 4

1.5l Pump Up Pressure Sprayer
A range of handheld, polyethylene 1.5 litre pump-up 
sprayers with calibration markings for the accurate dilution of 
chemicals, along with an adjustable nozzle from jet to fine mist

The sprayers are colour coded based on liquids to be 
dispensed. Green sprayers are fitted with natural buna rubber 
(NBR) seals for non-aggressive liquids like water, blue are fitted 
with Viton seals for acid and chemical products, and grey with 
EPDM seals for alkaline or acetone liquids. Spare seal kits are 
also available. To prolong the life of the sprayer thoroughly 
clean out after use.

102147 Sprayer & NBR Seals 1.5l 4

102149 NBR Seal Kit 1

102177 Sprayer & Viton Seals 1.5l 4

102150 Viton Seal Kit                         1

102078 Sprayer & EPDM Seals 1.5l 4

102148 EPDM Seals Kit 1
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SPRAYS, PUMPS & TOUCAN ECO – TOUCAN ECO BIO-CLEANING SYSTEM

No more toxic cleaning chemicals and single use 
plastic bottles

Toucan Eco III  
Toucan Eco III is designed for cleaning in the home and smaller 
workplaces. It makes one litre of eco-friendly antibacterial 
multi-surface cleaner in around five minutes. The kit includes 
the 1l activation unit, measuring spoon, mixing rod, spray 
bottle and some salt to get you started.

104004 1l 1

 

Toucan Eco Active  
Suitable for small to medium-sized facilities, and produces 10 
litres of solution in around 15 minutes. The system includes a 
generator, 10 litre tank, brine salt dispenser, discharge tap and 
shelf. 

104540 10l 1

Toucan Eco Flow  
The Flow is suitable for medium to large facilities, and 
produces a constant flow of disinfectant and cleaning solution. 
The system includes a touch screen unit, 10 litre tank, brine 
container, high volume discharge nozzle for buckets and low-
volume nozzle for bottles. Fixings for control panel and shelf 
are included.

104292 400l 1

Toucan Eco Active Plus  
Active Plus is suitable for medium sized facilities and one 
activation, which takes around 40 minutes, produces 20 litres 
of antibacterial cleaner, which can be poured into bottles or 
buckets using either of the dilution dispensers. The system 
includes a generator, 5 litre tank, brine salt dispenser, discharge 
tap and shelf, high volume discharge nozzle for buckets and 
low-volume nozzle for bottles. 

104541 20l 1

Robert Scott’s Toucan Eco bio-cleaning system is a revolutionary way to produce a multipurpose disinfectant cleaner on-site, 
which replaces 80% of chemical cleaners and puts an end to the single use plastic bottles they are supplied in.

The system requires only two ingredients – table salt and tap water – which are electrochemically activated by applying a small 
electrical current using a specialised electrolysis cell. This produces hypochlorous acid, a powerful disinfectant, along with a very 
low concentration of sodium hypochlorite which, when combined with a pH of around 7.8 to 8.5, acts as a mild cleaning agent.

The solution is 99.999% effective against bacteria with a very fast contact time and virtually no regrowth. And, as the cleaning 
disinfectant is non-toxic and non-hazardous, it’s a safe and effective way to clean, offering a truly viable option for sustainable 
cleaning, and a less harmful product for end users.

It’s great for busy environments which demand a quick, effective cleaning regime and saves money on chemical products. Toucan 
Eco is available in a range of unit sizes to suit small, medium or large facilities and can be tailored to the specific requirements of 
any site.

NEW
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UWC Atlantic adopts sustainable cleaning  
regime with Toucan Eco
UWC Atlantic is the founding and flagship College 
in the UWC movement, located in 12th Century 
St Donat’s Castle in South Wales. Championing 
the UWC mission 'to make education a force to 
unite people, nations and cultures for peace and 
a sustainable future', sustainability has always 
been part of the College's DNA. 

In addition, one of the core UWC values 'respect for the 
environment' has been a key driver in exploring a chemical-
free cleaning regime. It hasn't just been about improving the 
College's green credentials, more about showcasing what a real 
commitment to sustainability looks like in the day-to-day life 
of the College. 

In May 2019, UWC Atlantic took the decision to transform 
its cleaning regime by installing a completely chemical-free 
system across the 122-acre campus – Robert Scott’s Toucan 
Eco bio-cleaning range. The installation means the College can 
make a sustainable, effective and non-chemical disinfectant 
cleaner on-site, which removes the need for 80% of chemicals, 
while significantly reducing single-use plastic waste and costs. 

Alan Fleming, director of facilities and operations for UWC 
Atlantic, explained: “The College takes a challenging and 
interactive approach to learning that inspires and equips 
students to work towards a more sustainable future. 

“Learning revolves around increasing students’ understanding 
of global challenges – environmental issues are high on 
the agenda – and developing a vision of how we can adopt 
alternative approaches to living. As well as introducing a 
student Sustainability Council, we have also implemented 
ways to offset our carbon footprint, reduce water consumption 
and transition to using more green energy. 

“As part of this strategy we’ve been exploring chemical-free 
cleaning for some time and hadn’t found a solution that met 
the specific needs of the UWC Atlantic campus. Jonathan Thiel, 
the College’s on-site manager from Compass Group, made a 
recommendation that we consider Robert Scott’s innovative 

new bio-cleaning system – Toucan Eco – and so we invited the 
team to campus for a demonstration of the technology.” 

Steve Courtney, Toucan Eco product specialist at Robert Scott, 
continued: “While the multi-surface disinfectant and cleaner 
kills up to 99.999% of bacteria and is certified as a general 
disinfectant – it’s also non-toxic, non-hazardous and non-
allergenic, so it is safe for staff to use on a daily basis. This also 
appealed to the management team as it meant students can 
use the solution to spray, wipe or mop their dormitory areas, 
helping to prepare them for the next stage of independence at 
university and beyond.”

After an extremely positive trial period, UWC Atlantic 
proceeded with the installation of 13 Toucan Eco Active units, 
each with a 10-litre capacity, installed across the College’s 
residential quarters, study rooms, sports facilities and other 
areas of public footfall. 

Jonathan Thiel, Compass Group’s general manager at UWC 
Atlantic added: “For the team, Toucan Eco was the next logical 
step in order to reduce our environmental impact. Not only 
have we drastically cut the use of harmful chemical cleaning 
agents, we’re also making considerable reductions on single-
use plastic waste and the unnecessary transportation of 
cleaning fluids. Early feedback from staff has been very 
positive in terms of both the cleaning results the product 
delivers and also the fact that it’s completely safe and harmless 
for the user – in this instance both the cleaners and students.”

How does the Toucan Eco system work? 
Toucan Eco requires only tap water, salt and a low voltage 
electrical current to produce limitless disinfecting and cleaning 
solution through a process called electrochemical activation. 

The technology first appeared as a chemical-free disinfectant 
in industrial applications in the 1970s. With developments 
in technology, new smaller and more portable devices have 
been designed that allow the solution to be made on demand 
and on-site. It’s now being used by the cleaning industry in 
a growing number of applications as the eco-friendly way to 
clean without the use of chemicals or excess plastic waste. 

For more information, please visit robert-scott.co.uk or contact 
Steve Courtney on stevec@robert-scott.co.uk to arrange a 
demo.

SPRAYS, PUMPS & TOUCAN ECO – TOUCAN ECO SYSTEM

“Not only have we 
drastically cut the use of 
harmful chemical cleaning 
agents, we’re also making 
considerable reductions 
on single-use plastic waste 
and the unnecessary 
transportation of cleaning 
fluids.”
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SPRAYS, PUMPS & TOUCAN ECO – BOTTLES & HEADS

Printed spray bottles

Bottle & Spray Trigger Head
A choice of spray bottles with graduation marks for the 
accurate dilution of fluids, along with a range of colour 
coded trigger heads. The bottles are available in 750ml 
and ergonomic 600ml designs, while the trigger heads are 
available in seven colours including white, and green/yellow.

101982 975 Bottle & Spray Trigger Head 750ml 80

101960 922 Bottle & Spray Trigger Head (Ergonomic) 600ml 80

102003 Spray head only 28mm 200

103468 Spray head only 28mm 50

We offer a one-stop bottle printing service from artwork  creation, screen exposure, colour mixing to bottle printing. Robert Scott’s 
market-leading spray bottle can be individually printed with company logos, brand names or special messages. Our custom printing 
service will create a colourful screen print for your spray bottles; a cost effective and highly visible way to advertise your company.

750ml Spray Bottle
A round high density polyethylene spray bottle in natural only. 
With graduation markings in milliletres and fluid ounces for 
simple and accurate dilution of fluids. Holds up to 750ml of 
fluid. Customised printing service available.

101943 Unprinted bottle only 750ml 100

101944 1 colour print bottle only 750ml 600 MOQ

101947 2 colour print bottle only 750ml 600 MOQ

101948 3 colour print bottle only 750ml 600 MOQ

101949 4 colour print bottle only 750ml 600 MOQ

600ml Spray Bottle
600ml capacity ergonomically designed HD polyethylene 
spray bottles for a wide range of dispensing chemical 
solutions. Has graduation markings for easy fluid dilution. 
Available in five colours plus clear.

101933 Unprinted bottle only 600ml 100

101934 1 colour print bottle only 600ml 600 MOQ

101935 2 colour print bottle only 600ml 600 MOQ

101938 3 colour print bottle only 600ml 600 MOQ

101940 4 colour print bottle only 600ml 600 MOQ

750ml Recycled Spray Bottle
A 750ml 100% recycled and 100% recyclable r-HDPE spray 
bottle made in the UK out of plastic milk bottles, which can be 
ordered blank or screen printed with your own design in up to 
four pantone colours.

104426 Unprinted bottle only 750ml 100

104606 50 Bottles and Sprayheads 
Complete in Display Box

750ml 1

104487 1 colour print bottle only 750ml 600 MOQ

104492 2 colour print bottle only 750ml 600 MOQ

104494 3 colour print bottle only 750ml 600 MOQ

104495 4 colour print bottle only 750ml 600 MOQ

NEW
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Kleenmist Fragrance Aerosol & Dispenser
Metered aerosol fragrances which provide effective instant 
odour control. Available in a range of seven extra-strength 
fragrances, each can give up to thirty days odour control in 
areas up to 6000 cubic feet. Fits into the AD100 dispensers.

100068 Cranberry 270ml 12

100068 Citrus Grove 270ml 12

100068 Wild Flower 270ml 12

100068 Garden Apple 270ml 12

100068 Fresh Linen 270ml 12

100068 Baby Powder 270ml 12

100068 Forest Berries 270ml 12

100027 AD100 Dispenser White 9x8x20cm 1

100026 AD100 Dispenser Chrome 9x8x20cm 1

Giant Kleenmist Aerosol
A high pressure, super strength handheld spray for instant 
odour control and lasting fresh fragrance. Dry fog spray will 
not dampen surfaces, and can also be used on upholstery 
or in cars. Giant 750ml aerosol, available in a range of five 
fragrances.

100066 Cranberry 750ml 6

100066 Citrus Grove 750ml 6

100066 Wild Flower 750ml 6

100066 Garden Apple 750ml 6

100066 Fresh Linen 750ml 6

WASHROOM – FRAGRANCES

Kleenmist Starter Kit
All in one package which is ideal for odour control in 
washrooms, changing rooms, offices or reception areas. The 
kit includes one white AD100 dispenser with fittings and 
three Kleenmist aerosol fragrances. Each can give up to thirty 
days odour control in areas up to 6000 cubic feet. Refills are 
available in a range of seven fragrances.

100030 270ml 1

 

Kleenaire Fragrance Gels & Dispenser 
A range of freshening gels in five fruit and flower fragrances, 
designed to be used with the wall-mounted gel cabinet. Easy 
to install and refill for long lasting round the clock odour 
control.

100065 Apple 8x8cm 10

100065 Lemon 8x8cm 10

100065 Grapefruit 8x8cm 10

100065 Jasmine 8x8cm 10

100065 Orchard Peach 8x8cm 10

100028 Gel Cabinet 10x8x20cm 1
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WASHROOM – DISPENSERS & HYGIENE

Stainless Steel Mini & Maxi Toilet Roll Dispenser 
A high quality circular dispenser for use with jumbo toilet tissue 
rolls, made from stainless steel for easy hygienic cleaning. 
Lockable hinged cover with viewing window to check content 
levels. Available in two sizes to fit mini or maxi size rolls.

100063 Stainless Steel Mini Toilet Roll Dispenser 26x12x26cm 1

100054  Stainless Steel Maxi Toilet Roll Dispenser 32x13x32cm 1

Stainless Steel Twin Toilet Roll Dispenser
A high quality dispenser which holds two toilet rolls. Made 
from stainless steel for easy hygienic cleaning. Lockable 
hinged cover with viewing window to check content levels.

100064 13x13x31cm 1

Kleengel Sanitising System
Kleengel is a moisturising alcohol-based hand gel which kills 
99.999% of germs. It is ideal for disinfecting hands without 
the need for water in any hygiene sensitive environments.  
The dispenser features a lockable cover and window to check 
gel level. The anti-drip pump provides 3ml dose of Kleengel.

100062   Gel Dispenser 9x8x24cm 1

100060 Gel Refill 400ml 12

100061 Kleengel Spout 1

Single & Double Toilet Roll Dispenser
A traditional toilet roll holder, made from steel with a chrome 
finish for easy cleaning. The lockable unit is available in one or 
two roll sizes. Comes complete with wall fittings.

100058   Single 15x7x11cm 1

100057 Double 28x7x11cm 1

19 Litre Sanitary Bin
A compact sanitary bin to fit any toilet cubicle, made from 
hardwearing, easily cleaned ABS plastic. Foot operated opening 
with secure cover to hide waste and contain odours. Complete 
your feminine hygiene facilities with matching wall-mounted 
sanitary bag dispenser.

101690 19l Sanitary Bin 18x35x56cm 1

100018 Sanitary Bag Dispenser 11x17x35cm 1

101745 Sanitary Bags 10x25cm 1x65pk
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WASHROOM – DISPENSERS & HYGIENE

Stainless Steel Hand Towel Dispenser 
A sturdy, high quality dispenser for use with paper hand 
towels, made from stainless steel for easy hygienic cleaning. 
Lockable hinged cover with viewing window to check content 
levels. Available in two sizes.

100034    Medium 25x29x11cm 1

100033 Large 27x41x13cm 1

Tidy Jon Pro
Pistol-grip hand operated grabbing tool, ideal for hygienic 
removal of items from toilets or urinals. Swivel head to reach 
tricky areas, with rubberised claw for non-slip handling.

101485 46cm 5

Deodoscreen & Kleenscreen Urinal Screen
Deodoscreen scented urinal screen suitable for use in most 
urinals, available in three fragrances to give up to 30 days 
odour control. Kleenscreen for use in most urinals comes in 
an efficient shaped screen with central built-in floral perfume 
block.

104481   Deodoscreen Floral Mint Cherry 18x18cm 12

100073 Kleenscreen Urinal Screen 17x17cm 12

Stainless Steel Wall Mounted Bin
A high quality, wall mounted waste bin, which complements 
the dispenser range, made from stainless steel for easy 
hygienic cleaning.

101750 33x44x17cm 1

Gel Urinal Screen
A new anti-splash and fragranced gel urinal screen that 
eliminates unpleasant odours for up to 30-days. Made from 
an antibacterial material, it is flexible enough to fit different 
urinals while releasing enzymes to clean the urinals and 
drains. VOCs, PAHs and Reach compliant. Available in apple 
& cinnamon (pink), citrus (orange), ocean (blue) and mango 
(yellow) fragrances.

104139 17x17cm 10

104010 17x17cm 10x10

NEW

NEW

Gel Fresh Air Freshener
The air freshener you can put anywhere. The Gel Fresh is 
a versatile, non-aerosol air freshener you can attach to 
most clean surfaces and lasts for up to 30 days. It is ideal 
for places such as washrooms, cupboards and bin lids. The 
holder sticks into position and the refill is replaced every 
month.

104359 Citrus        Mango 13x6cm 10

104361 Citrus        Mango 13x6cm 6x10

104505 Gel Fresh Holder 10

NEW
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WASHROOM – DISPENSERS

Soap Dispenser
A range of stylish Italian designed bulk fill liquid soap 
dispensers. Available in four sizes. Suitable for smaller  
to more frequently used washrooms.

103578  Chrome & Transparent 0.17l 15x8x6cm 12

103599 White & Transparent 0.35l 10x10x16cm 12

103577 Chrome & Transparent 0.35l 10x10x16cm 12

103566 White & Transparent 0.8l 10x10x25cm 6

103575 Chrome & Transparent 0.8l 10x10x25cm 6

103595 White & Transparent 1.1l 13x11x22cm 6

103576 Chrome & Transparent 1.1l 13x11x22cm 6

Centrefeed Roll Dispenser
A transparent centrefeed towel 
dispenser for use with perforated paper. 
Finished in transparent and white. 
Maximum roll dimensions of 24x26cm. 

103621  Maxi 26x26x34cm 4

103625 Mini 16x16x27cm 6

103623 Midi 20x20x30cm 4

0.17l Soap Dispenser

0.8l Soap Dispenser

0.35l Soap Dispenser

1.1l Soap Dispenser

Paper Towel Dispenser
A paper dispenser for C, Z and V folded 
towels, and with a capacity of around 
400 towels. 

103612 28x13x40cm 6

Toilet Roll Dispenser
A white toilet roll dispenser which holds 
rolls of up to 24cm in diameter.

103622 26x13x26cm 6
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Koala Kare Horizontal Baby Changer
Sturdy fold-down changer with built-in Microban antibacterial 
protection, safety straps and liner dispenser. Internal 
pneumatic mechanism for easy one-handed opening. Comes 
complete with steel mounting brackets. Universal instruction 
graphics and safety messages in six languages and braille. 

100009 Horizontal Baby Changer 89x11x51cm 1

100008 Baby Changer Liners 46x33cm 500pk

Koala Kare Vertical Baby Changer 
Vertical fold-down changer which is ideal for more confined 
areas like toilet cubicles. Built-in Microban antibacterial 
protection, safety straps and liner dispenser. Internal 
pneumatic mechanism for easy one-handed opening. Comes 
complete with steel mounting brackets. Universal instruction 
graphics and safety messages in six languages and braille. 

100013  Vertical Baby Changer 56x14x90cm 1

100008 Baby Changer Liners 46x33cm 500pk

Koala Kare EN Compliant Baby Changer 
Sturdy fold down changer, that is EN and TUV certified with 
Microban antimicrobial protection. The reinforced full-length 
steel pivot rod is secured in a metal tube hinge mechanism 
which offers sustained resistance to wear, and gas sprung 
hinge for smooth operation. Comes complete with safety strap, 
bag hooks, mounting hardware, installation, operating and 
maintenance instructions.

104410 EN Compliant Baby Changer 53x86x10cm 1

100008 Baby Changer Liners 46x33cm 500pk

WASHROOM – BABY CHANGERS

112 Litre Tip Top Waste Bin
Hardwearing 112 litre capacity waste bin made from tough, 
easy clean polypropylene, with centre-drop counterweighted lid 
designed to contain odours, making it ideal for baby changing 
areas. Replacement lids available. Available in grey or beige.

101686 Bin 112l 42x43x68cm 4

103423 Bin 112l 42x43x68cm 1

101687 Lid 43x12x43cm 4

103424 Lid 43x12x43cm 1
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WASHROOM – TOILET BRUSHES

Closed Toilet Brush & Holder
Stable, floor standing bowl and brush with quality bristles, 
angled handle and built-in lid to hide the brush head when 
not in use. Made from bleach resistant polypropylene, easy to 
clean for better hygiene.

102960 40x12cm 12

Open Toilet Brush & Holder 
Good value floor standing bowl and 
brush with quality bristles. Made from 
bleach resistant polypropylene, easy to 
clean for better hygiene. Replacement 
brushes available (see 102846).

102962 39x13cm 24

Semi-closed Toilet Brush & Holder
Floor standing holder, open on one side, with hanging slot 
to store brush when not in use. Made from bleach resistant 
polypropylene, easy to clean for better hygiene.

102957 43x13cm 12

Toilet Brush
A white domed head polypropylene 
toilet brush.

102846 36x8cm 24

Stainless Steel Toilet Brush Set
Stylish, cylindrical brushed stainless steel set for easy hygienic 
cleaning. A quality bristle brush with stainless steel handle and 
lid to hide the brush from view when not in use.

102958 26x10cm 24

Contract Toilet Brush & Holder
A cost effective plastic toilet brush and 
holder in white. 

102963 40x13cm 24

Loowy
No clogged bristles, no unwanted drips, no painstaking 
scrubbing! Loowy has antibacterial and water-repellent blades 
with an innovative wave shape for cleanliness right up to the 
edge.  Loowy can be used with any standard toilet cleaner.

104508 Loowy 14x17x39cm 1

104506 Loowy Blade 8x37cm 4

104507 Loowy Holder 14x17x15cm 4

NEW
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Waste Equipment
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16 Litre Pedal Bin White
A sturdy foot operated bin with a 
removeable liner and made from easy-
clean hygienic polypropylene, suitable 
for almost any environment. 

101719 30x29x43cm 5

104043 30x29x43cm 1

Polypropylene Pedal Bin 
A sturdy foot operated bin made from easy-clean hygienic 
polypropylene, suitable for almost any environment. The 45 
litre bin is available in six colours, making them ideal for colour 
coded use in healthcare, medical, catering and office settings. 
The larger 87 litre bin is available in grey and yellow only.

101709 45l 41x41x60cm 4

103433 45l 41x41x60cm 1

101711 87l 50x42x81cm 3

103434 87l 50x42x81cm 1

Steel Pedal Bin
Foot operated pedal bin with removable 
plastic liner for easy cleaning. Available 
in three sizes and a choice of stainless 
steel or white powder coated resin 
finish.

101712 3l 17x17x25cm 6

103435 3l 17x17x25cm 1

101713 12l 25x39x25cm 4

103436 12l 25x39x25cm 1

101714 20l 29x45x29cm 2

103437 20l 29x45x29cm 1

WASTE EQUIPMENT – BINS

Enclosed Fire Retardant Pedal Bin
A sturdy, fully enclosed fire retardant and foot operated pedal 
bin, which is manufactured in the UK. It is available in three 
sizes, seven lid colours, and with the option of a silent closing 
lid. The black, orange and white lids are coated with anti-
microbial paint. The black lid models are available as standard 
and there is a five week lead time for all other colours and the 
silent closing option.  

104220 18l 34x21x64cm 1

104230 Silent close 18l 34x21x64cm 1

104221 36l 42x37x54cm 1

104231 Silent close 36l 42x37x54cm 1

104218 65l 42x37x80cm 1

104229 Silent close 65l 42x37x80cm 1

NEW

90 Litre Polaris Pedal Bin
A larger, durable and hygienic 
polypropylene pedal bin with colour 
coded lid for waste segregation and 
smooth-running wheels. 
101710 52x48x91cm 1
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92 Litre Frame Sack Holder
A high quality frame for holding refuse sacks, available with 
colour coded lids for easy waste separation and identification. 
Features hygienic foot operated opening, safety strap to hold 
92L sacks securely, and powder coated frame finish, which is 
easy to keep clean.

101706 43x39x82cm 1

 

40 Litre Silver Bullet Push Bin
Stylish modern design 40 litre stainless 
steel bin with spring-loaded push flap 
opening. Ideal to complement domestic, 
office or retail interiors.

101680 35x35x72cm 1

 

25 Litre Swing Bin Ice White
Everyday swing-top bin made from 
tough, easy clean polypropylene. Can 
be used with or without refuse sack in a 
wide range of environments. Lift off lid 
for easy emptying.

101738 34x27x53cm 8

WASTE EQUIPMENT – BINS

50 Litre Swing Bin White & 
Colour Lid
Everyday swing-top bin made from 
tough, easy clean polypropylene, with 
tops in five colours for waste separation. 
Can be used with or without refuse sack 
in a wide range of environments. Lift off 
lid for easy emptying.

101735 39x31x62cm 6

103446 39x31x62cm 1
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Sack Holder With Wheels & Handle
A steel sack holder with wheels and handle for easy mobility. 
Available in white only and in two sizes. 

104336 Standard 60l 53x34x85cm 1

104324 Large 92l 53x45x90cm 1
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50 Litre Black Bullet Bin
Roll-top bin made from high quality plastic. Can be used with or 
without refuse sack. Easy-lift top for emptying. Ideal for everyday 
use in kitchen, domestic, retail and other environments.

103659 39x39x69cm 5

104005 39x39x69cm 1

 

50 Litre Lift Top Bin
Everyday lift-top bin made from tough, easy clean 
polypropylene for waste separation. Can be used with or 
without refuse sack in a wide range of environments. Available 
in blue, red and cream. 

101700 41x31x64cm 10

 

90 Litre Black Storage Dustbin
Hardwearing polypropylene bin with clasp handles to secure 
lid minimising odours and spillages. Ideal for storage and 
disposal of larger waste amounts.

101688 38x38x68cm 5

 

21 Litre Plastic Storage Bin
A hardwearing polypropylene bin and lid, 21 litre capacity in 
three colour options, perfect for use in schools, nurseries and 
other settings.

101740 34x34x42cm 5

103582 34x34x42cm 1

 

WASTE EQUIPMENT – BINS



T: 01457 81940096

120 Litre Square Huskee Bin
Large square waste bin with 120 litre capacity, made from 
hardwearing, easy-clean plastic. A push-fit lid to safely contain 
waste. Empty bins are stackable to save space. Five wheeled 
dolly enables easy transport of waste. Available in three 
colours.

101720  Bin 120l 64x55x58cm 6

103438 Bin 120l 64x55x58cm 1

101721 Lid 62x56x4cm 6

103439 Lid 62x56x4cm 1

101699 5 Wheel Dolly 44x44x17cm 2

103432 5 Wheel Dolly 44x44x17cm 1

75 Litre Round Huskee Bin
Extra strong cylindrical bin with push-fit lid to contain waste 
and odours. Seamless resin construction for easy hygienic 
cleaning, ideal for use with hazardous waste, kitchen waste 
or general refuse. A stable five wheeled dolly enables safe 
transport of waste. Available in three colours.

101696 Bin 75l 56x50x57cm 6

103430 Bin 75l 56x50x57cm 1

101698 Lid 56x50cm 6

103431 Lid 56x50cm 1

101699 5 Wheel Dolly 44x44x17cm 2

103432 5 Wheel Dolly 44x44x17cm 1

Muck Bucket
Heavy-duty round black container with rope handles, made 
from extra strong plastic. Weather resistant and ideal for use 
in tougher or outdoor environments. Long lasting and easily 
cleaned. Available as 39 or 69 litre sizes.

101704 39l 35x35x46cm 10

101703 69l 43x43x56cm 10

 

WASTE EQUIPMENT – BINS

12 Litre Rectangular Plastic Waste Basket
Plastic 12 litre waste basket with lipped edge, suitable for a 
wide range of environments. Easy to clean, can be used with or 
without refuse bag. Available in three colours of black, beige 
and grey.

101747 29x21x31cm 12
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112 Litre Tip Top Waste Bin & Lid  
Tough, durable 112 litre waste bin made from moulded 
polypropylene, with counterweighted centre-drop lid to help 
contain odours, an ideal choice for baby changing facilities 
or canteens. Easily cleaned, and can be used with or without 
refuse sack. Available in two colours.

101686 Bin 112l 42x43x68cm 4

103423 Bin 112l 42x43x68cm 1

101687 Lid 43x12x43cm 4

103424 Lid 43x12x43cm 1

126 Litre Utility Bin Bag 
Versatile container which can be used as a traditional bin bag, 
but as solid and durable as a bin. Folds flat when not in use.

101746 46x46x76cm 6

 

WASTE EQUIPMENT – BINS

Wall Hugger Flap Lid

Wall Hugger Drop Shot Lid

90 Litre Wall Hugger Bin
A slimline 90 litre waste container designed to save space 
as it only protrudes 30cm from the wall. It is made from 
hardwearing polyethylene, with moulded hand grip and bag 
catch to save time when emptying. There is a choice of two 
self-closing lids: a spring-loaded single flap lid or two door 
centre-drop lid with a larger opening. A wall bracket is also 
available for easy mounting (sold separately). Bins and lids  
are available in beige or grey.

101693 Bin Base 90l 51x28x76cm 4

103428  Bin Base 90l 51x28x76cm 1

101694 Flap Lid 53x30x23cm 4

103429 Flap Lid 53x30x23cm 1

101692 Drop Shot Lid 52x12x30cm 4

103427 Drop Shot Lid 52x12x30cm 1



T: 01457 81940098

WASTE EQUIPMENT – RECYCLING BINS

90 Litre Recycling Wall Hugger
Slimline recycling container designed to save space – it has 
a 90 litre capacity but only protrudes 30cm from the wall. 
Built-in bag catch and moulded hand grip to save time when 
emptying. Made from hardwearing polyethylene. Also available 
are a range of lids designed for use with the Wall hugger 
recycle bin, available in four colours and a choice of solid, 
two-holed or slotted lids to suit different materials. Comes with 
trilingual label for easy sorting.

101691 Bin Base 90l 27x50x76cm 4 

103426 Bin Base 90l 27x50x76cm 1

101727 Recycle Lid (Slot) 29x56cm 4

103444 Recycle Lid (Slot) 29x56cm 1

101724 Recycle Lid (2 Holes) 29x56cm 4

103441 Recycle Lid (2 Holes) 29x56cm 1

 

60 Litre Recycling Dolly Bin 
A quality, efficient and easily managed recycling system 
which is ideal for use in office environments. Colour coded 
bins can be used alone or linked as a set – a bolt mechanism 
joins wheeled dollies securely together for stability and easy 
movement.

101733 Kit Containing x3 Grey Bins, x3  
Dollies, x1 Blue, x1 Red, x1 Yellow Lid

60l 100x47x74cm 1

101728 Bin 60l 32x46x58cm 1

101723 Slotted Lid 33x45cm 1

101734 Holed Lid 33x45cm 1

101732 Single Bin Dolly 1

 

ECO Waste Recycling Bin
A budget price solution for your workplace recycling needs, 
made from hardwearing polypropylene, with a lift lid design 
and snap-lock top for easy bag replacement. Available in four 
colours and 25 or 50 litre options.

101725 25l 20x40x50cm 8

103442 25l 20x40x50cm 1

101726 50l 40x40x50cm 8

103443 50l 40x40x50cm 1

 

Recycling Stickers
Sheet of six self-adhesive recycle labels to apply to a variety 
of recycle bins to aid the segregation of waste. Includes paper, 
general, glass, metal and organic waste stickers.

103641 A4 1
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Curved Wall Mounted Ashtray
Wall-mounted ash container for smoking or entrance areas.. 
Encourages the tidy disposal of cigarettes to cut down 
unsightly littering. Made from weatherproof stainless steel with 
a lockable container for easy emptying. Comes complete with 
wall fittings.

101674 19x12x26cm 1

 

Square Wall Mounted Ashtray
Wall-mounted ash container for smoking or entrance areas, 
which encourages the tidy disposal of cigarettes to cut down 
unsightly littering. Made from weatherproof stainless steel with 
a lockable container. Comes complete with wall fittings.

101677 26x29x11cm 1

 

Free Standing Stainless Steel Ashtray
Sturdy stainless steel ashtray, weather resistant and suitable 
for use in smoking areas. Designed to quickly extinguish 
cigarette butts, with a weighted base which can be fixed to 
the ground for extra security. Lift-out container for fast, easy 
emptying. Lockable (keys supplied).

101675 18x13x81cm 1

 

WASTE EQUIPMENT – BINS & ASHTRAYS

Combined Ashtray Stand & Litter Bin 
A stylish cylindrical litter bin with ashtray stand top, ideal for 
sheltered smoking areas. Available in silver or black finish.

101671 Black 25x25x68cm 1

101673 Silver 25x25x68cm 1

 



T: 01457 819400100

WASTE EQUIPMENT – LITTER EQUIPMENT

Litterpicker Pro
A good quality aluminium gripper with trigger action hand grip. 
Curved claw makes it ideal for picking up bottles, cans and 
more awkwardly shaped waste.

101490  80cm  5

Household Shovel
A handy steel shovel that can be used 
for all purposes.

101528 46x23cm 10

 

Contract Litter Picker
Good value basic litter picker with ergonomically designed 
squeeze-action hand grip. Shaped claws for non-slip grabbing 
of litter. 

101491  85cm 20

Streetmaster Pro Litter Picker 
High quality litter picker with ergonomically designed trigger 
action hand grip. Versatile grabber claws can be adjusted 
through 90º to easily reach tricky areas, and have soft ends for 
accurate collection of smaller items like glass, needles or other 
hazardous items. Also available with an extra-long shaft, which 
is ideal for litter picking in streams and prickly bushes.

101497   80cm  5

101483 180cm 1

Extra Sure Mechanical Gripper Litter Picker 
A high quality litter picker with shaped, claws to securely grab 
and hold tricky or hazardous items like glass and needles, 
as well as general waste. Easy one-handed operation, sturdy 
aluminium shaft and impact resistant head and grip. Also 
available with extra-long handle.
101482 100cm 2

101484 200cm 1

Jaw Nipper Litter Picker
A uniquely designed picker with a 360 degree swivel head, and 
three claws with suckered ends to easily grab and hold larger 
objects. It has an ergonomically designed trigger hand grip, and 
open and close locking system.

101496 95cm 5

Ranger MAX Litter Picker 
Extra strong tongs made from aluminium, with chunky 
reflective grippers for extra safety when working in bad 
visibility. Angled, moulded squeeze grip for easy one-handed 
operation.

101492 88cm 5

Handihoop Bag Opener  
A lightweight and sturdy hoop to hold a 
refuse sack securely open, making litter 
picking faster and easier. Features an 
ergonomically designed hand grip for 
comfortable use and fits any standard 
bin bag.

104283 40x40x5cm 1

Wall Mounted Sack Holder  
A polypropylene bag hoop with 12cm 
wall bracket. A quick and easy way to 
fit a waste bag to any vertical surface,  
ideal for permanent or temporary waste 
collection. Fixing screws not included.

104491 36x44x8xcm 6

104493 36x44x8xcm 1

NEW
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T: 01457 819400102

WINDOW CLEANING – CLEANO RANGE

Cleano Range
101554 Bambino Cleano Kit. x1 Bambino, 

x1 Glass Pad, x1 Spot Pad
23x11x49cm 1

101557 Cleano 1m & x1 Glass Pad 1m 1

101559 Cleano 1.4m & x3 Glass Pad 2x0.7m poles 1

101558 Cleano 3m & x3 Glass Pad 2x1.5m poles 1

101560 Cleano 6m & x3 Glass Pad 2x3m poles 1

101562 Glass Microfibre Pad 26x11cm 5

101563 Spot Microfibre Pad 25x14cm 5

Bambino Cleano Kit

Save time and safely clean smooth indoor 
surfaces and windows without the need for 
buckets and ladders.

Cleano is an innovative telescopic tool, which has been 
designed to enable easier, faster and safer cleaning of larger 
and hard to reach window and flat surfaces. It comes in a range 
of sizes up to 6m to reach even the highest levels, without the 
need for buckets and ladders, and uses microfibre cleaning 
pads to give hygienically clean, smear-free results without the 
need for chemicals.

It has a built-in hand operated pump system which is 
completely mechanical, no need for batteries or potentially 
dangerous trailing wires. This delivers a fine mist directly onto 
the cleaning surface, minimising water use, and the removable 
microfibre pad efficiently attracts and holds dirt particles for a 
fast, thorough clean. The angled, swivel mop head allows easy 
access to even the trickiest corners.

The Cleano Kit includes your choice of handle plus one 
microfibre glass pad for the 1m option and three pads for the 
1.4, 3 and 6m models. The Cleano Bambino includes a spot 
and glass microfibre pad.

T: 01457 819400102

Microfibre
cleaning

Telescopic

6m

No bucket
required

Time 
saving

No batteries 
required

6m + x3 
Glass Pads                 

3m + x3 
Glass Pads                 

1.4m + x3 
Glass Pads                 

1m + x1 
Glass Pad                 

Bambino +  
x1Glass Pad,
x1 Spot Pad      
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WINDOW CLEANING – WINDOW WASHERS 

Microfibre Window Wash Sleeve 
Super absorbent microfibre sleeve which holds up to eight 
times its weight in moisture and dirt for excellent cleaning 
results. Available in three widths for use with T-bar applicator 
handles.

101540 25cm 10

101541 35cm 10

101542 45cm 10

Standard Window Wash Sleeve 
Low-lint synthetic wash sleeves for efficient everyday window 
cleaning. Available in five widths for use with T-bar applicator 
handles.

101548 20cm 10

101549 25cm 10

101550 35cm 10

101551 45cm 10

101552 55cm 10

Microtiger Window Wash Sleeve 
Super absorbent microfibre sleeve with red scrub-stripes to 
tackle tougher window cleaning tasks. Sleeve can hold up 
to eight times its weight in moisture and dirt for excellent 
cleaning results. Available in three widths for use with T-bar 
applicator handles.

101543 25cm 10

101544 35cm 10

101545 45cm 10

T-Bar Applicator Handle
Lightweight plastic handle for use with window wash sleeves, 
with cross hatch head structure to help hold water and apply 
the right amount to the surface. Available in four head widths 
for easy washing of all window sizes. To be used with our wash 
sleeves (sold separately).

101660   20cm 10

101661 25cm 10

101662 35cm 10

101663 45cm 10

104190 55cm 10

Technolite T-Bar Window Washer 
An ergonomically designed plastic window washer with an 
adjustable non-slip rubber grip for better user comfort, for use 
with window wash sleeves. Head has a cross hatch structure 
which helps hold in water for quicker cleaning without 
repeated dunking. Available in three head widths for easy 
washing of all window sizes. To be used with our wash sleeves 
(sold separately).

101666  25cm 10

101667 35cm 10

101668 45cm 10

Scrub Window Wash Sleeve
Low-lint synthetic wash sleeves with a blue scrubbing strip to 
tackle tougher window cleaning tasks. Available in two widths 
for use with T-bar applicator handles.

101546 35cm 10

101547 45cm 10



T: 01457 819400104

WINDOW CLEANING – WINDOW SQUEEGEES

Window Sponge Squeegee
A dual-purpose window cleaning tool with a sponge side 
for washing and a squeegee for finishing. Comes with a 
short handle for quicker cleaning of large areas. Also fits the 
standard handle (102855).

101670 21x59x65cm 24

Window Squeegee
A basic traditional squeegee with plastic handle, suitable for 
general window cleaning tasks.

101537 30cm 24

Technolite Squeegee
An ergonomically-designed plastic squeegee with an 
adjustable non-slip rubber grip for better user comfort. 
Available in four head widths for easy, smear-free cleaning 
on all windows. Replacement squeegee heads and handles 
available.

101652 Technolite Squeegee Complete 25cm 10

101653 Technolite Squeegee Complete 35cm 10

101654 Technolite Squeegee Complete 45cm 10

101655 Technolite Squeegee Complete 55cm 10

101645 Technolite Channel & Rubber 25cm 25

101646 Technolite Channel & Rubber 35cm 25

101647 Technolite Channel & Rubber 45cm 25

101648 Technolite Channel & Rubber 55cm 25

101659 Technolite Handle Only 16cm 10

Ambi Hi-rise Window Cleaning Tool
Ambi is a two in one window cleaning tool that combines 
a washer and squeegee for the easy washing and drying of 
windows to a streak free shine. The washer sleeve is available 
with an abrasive strip for tougher cleaning, and the ABS plastic 
applicator and sleeves are also available separately. Can be 
used with telescopic poles.

101573 Ambi Hi-rise Squeegee Complete 25cm 10

101575 Ambi Hi-rise Squeegee Complete 30cm 10

101574 Ambi Hi-rise Squeegee Complete 35cm 10

101576 Ambi Hi-rise Squeegee, Applicator & Sleeve 25cm 10

101538 Ambi Hi-rise Scrub Sleeve 23cm 10

101539 Ambi Hi-rise Wash Sleeve 23cm 10

101572 Ambi Hi-rise Applicator only 23cm 10
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Goldenbrand Squeegee & Accessories
A high quality traditional brass squeegee. Available in nine 
channel widths for easy, smear-free cleaning on all window 
sizes. Replacement brass squeegee channels and handles 
available.

101595  Goldenbrand Squeegee Complete 15cm 10

101596 Goldenbrand Squeegee Complete 20cm 10

101597 Goldenbrand Squeegee Complete 25cm 10

101602 Goldenbrand Squeegee Complete  30cm 10

101599 Goldenbrand Squeegee Complete 35cm 10

101603 Goldenbrand Squeegee Complete 40cm 10

101600  Goldenbrand Squeegee Complete 45cm 10

101604 Goldenbrand Squeegee Complete 50cm 10

101601 Goldenbrand Squeegee Complete 55cm 10

101586 Goldenbrand Channel & Rubber 15cm 25

101587 Goldenbrand Channel & Rubber 20cm 25

101588 Goldenbrand Channel & Rubber 25cm 25

101592 Goldenbrand Channel & Rubber 30cm 25

101589 Goldenbrand Channel & Rubber 35cm 25

101593 Goldenbrand Channel & Rubber 40cm 25

101590 Goldenbrand Channel & Rubber 45cm 25

101594 Goldenbrand Channel & Rubber 50cm 25

101591  Goldenbrand Channel & Rubber 55cm 25

101606 Goldenbrand Brass Handle Only 13cm 10

Silverbrand Squeegee 
A high quality squeegee made from stainless steel, with a 
rubber comfort grip. Available in seven channel widths for 
easy, smear-free cleaning on all window sizes. Replacement 
squeegee channels, handles and rubber grips available.

101636 Silverbrand Squeegee Complete 25cm 10

101640 Silverbrand Squeegee Complete 30cm 10

101637 Silverbrand Squeegee Complete 35cm 10

101641 Silverbrand Squeegee Complete 40cm 10

101638 Silverbrand Squeegee Complete 45cm 10

101642 Silverbrand Squeegee Complete 50cm 10

101639 Silverbrand Squeegee Complete 55cm 10

101643 Silverbrand Handle & Grip 13cm 10

101644 Silverbrand Rubber Hand Grip Only 13cm 10

101629 Silverbrand Channel & Rubber 25cm 25

101633 Silverbrand Channel & Rubber 30cm 25

101630 Silverbrand Channel & Rubber 35cm 25

101634 Silverbrand Channel & Rubber 40cm 25

101631 Silverbrand Channel & Rubber 45cm 25

101635 Silverbrand Channel & Rubber 50cm 25

101632 Silverbrand Channel & Rubber 55cm 25

WINDOW CLEANING – WINDOW SQUEEGEES

Goldenbrand Channel Clips
Brass clips to prevent movement of channel and rubber, 
suitable for use on all types and sizes of squeegees.

101605 100x1



T: 01457 819400106

Replacement Rubber Blades
A high quality replacement rubber blade for the Silverbrand, 
Technolite and Goldenbrand squeegee. Available as a 90cm 
strip or cut to size.

101608  Hard Grade 15cm  10

101609  Hard Grade 20cm 10

101610   Hard Grade 25cm 10

101615 Hard Grade 30cm 10

101611 Hard Grade 35cm 10

101616 Hard Grade 40cm 10

101613 Hard Grade 45cm 10

101617 Hard Grade 50cm 50

101614  Hard Grade 55cm 10

101618 Hard Grade 90cm 10

101619  Soft Grade 15cm 10

101620  Soft Grade 20cm 10

101621  Soft Grade 25cm 10

101625 Soft Grade 30cm 10

101622   Soft Grade 35cm 10

101626 Soft Grade 40cm 10

101623 Soft Grade 45cm 10

101627 Soft Grade 50cm 10

101624 Soft Grade 55cm 10

101628 Soft Grade 90cm 10

WINDOW CLEANING – WINDOW ACCESSORIES

Window Cleaning Buckets
Durable plastic bucket in two sizes, with strong easy-lift 
handle, to hold water and window cleaning equipment.  
Clip on handles for tools, castors and lids sold separately. 

101300 Window Cleaning Bucket With Lid & Castors 24l 5

101298 Heavy-Duty Window Cleaning Bucket 24l 5

101299 Lid For 24l Bucket 1

101301 Window Cleaning Bucket 12l 6

101308 Castors For 24l Bucket 5cm 4

101304 Large Hangers 2

101305 Small Hangers 2

Round Step Stool
A step stool for when extra height is needed. Made from heavy 
duty plastic with maximum weight capacity of 150kg, the 
stool is on wheels so it's easy to move around and secures 
to the floor with an anti-skid base when pressure is applied. 
Conforms to the European Standard EN14183.

101736 43x43x44cm 1

Kristalset Window Cleaning Kit
A complete window cleaning kit which comes in a carton for 
point-of-sale display or carrying. The kit includes a squeegee 
handle, 25, 35 and 45cm squeegee channels with rubber, 
replacement rubber, scraper holder and blades, 35cm window 
wash applicator and sleeve, sponge, deluxe window scraper 
and blades, and one telescopic pole with two 1.25m sections.

101669 1
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Telescopic Pole 
A strong, aluminium telescopic pole with twist-lock for easy 
access to hard to reach and awkward areas without ladders. 
Available in a range of lengths with secure twist-locking sleeve, 
and replacement end cones and locking sleeves available. 
End cone also fits Universal Clamp, Pipe Brush, Flexi Tool and 
Golden Magnet Duster.

103155    Single Section Pole 125cm 5

103156   Two Section Telescopic Pole 2x1.25m 139-252cm 5

103157   Two Section Telescopic Pole 2x2m 213-401cm   2

103158   Three Section Telescopic Pole 3x2m 222-573cm 2

103163    Replacement End Cone 8cm  10

103165 Replacement Twist Locking Sleeve 10

102190 Angled Cranked Offset Adaptor 1

Large Window Cleaning Sponge
Large, durable sponge with a cellular structure for good 
absorption and effective cleaning. Tear-resistant and ideal for 
use with the Universal clamp attachment and telescopic poles.

100362 7x11x2cm 10

WINDOW CLEANING – WINDOW ACCESSORIES

Utility & Jumbo Sponge
Large, general purpose sponge suitable for everyday cleaning 
tasks. The extra-large Jumbo sponge is shaped for easy 
gripping and great for car cleaning or domestic use.

103627 Utility Sponge 10x15x5cm 75x5pk

100339 Jumbo Car Sponge 12x22x5cm 100

Universal Clamp 
A heavy-duty metal clamp for use with telescopic poles to 
reach difficult areas. Strong metal jaw will securely hold a 
scrubbing brush or sponge (sold separately).

101553 1

Scrubbing Brush Attachment
Wooden scrubbing brush with tough bristles for easy removing 
of stubborn dirt. Suitable for use with the Universal clamp 
attachment and telescopic poles.

101577 1



T: 01457 819400108

WINDOW CLEANING – WINDOW ACCESSORIES

Deluxe Window Scraper, Holder & Blade
High quality, tough and sturdy scraper for quick and easy 
removal of stubborn dirt and paint from glass surfaces. 
Includes safety cover for blade. Available with plastic or 
stronger steel handle. Replacement blades available.

101580 Deluxe Scraper & Plastic Handle 11x3x23cm 10

101582 Deluxe Holder & Steel Handle 11x3x34cm 10

101581 Replacement Blades 10x1cm 10x10pk

Technolite Scraper
Ergonomically designed scraper with angled head and 
adjustable rubber non-slip grip, ideal for scraping stubborn dirt 
or paint from glass surfaces. Complete with blade and safety 
cover. Replacement blades available.

101585 Technolite Scraper, Blade & Cover 11x4x22cm 10

101581 Replacement Blades For Technolite Scraper 10x1cm 10x10

Window Cleaners Hip Bucket 
Versatile hip bucket with dry and wet compartments for 
squeegee and window washer, keeping hands free for easy 
access to tight areas and safety on ladders. Use right or left 
handed. Fixes to trouser belt with a detachable loop.

101566 10x10x33cm 10

Safety Scraper
Handy pocket sized holder for scraper blades, with a slide 
design to retract blade into holder for safety. Blades sold 
separately.

101583    Safety Pocket Size Scraper (No Blades) 5x10cm 10

103417   100 Safety Scraper Replacement Blades 4x2cm 100

101578   10 Safety Scraper Replacement Blades 4x2cm 10x10

Window Cleaners Belt Pocket
A three-compartment waterproof pouch which is an ideal  
time-saving way to keep cloths, tools and sundries right  
at hand when they are needed.

101570 52x36cm 1

Scraper Holder & Replacement Blades 
High quality stainless steel blades which easily scrape away 
stubborn dirt or paint marks from glass surfaces. Comes 
with handy holder to keep blades safe. Replacement blades 
available.

101579 Scraper Holder & 10 Blades 13x5cm 1

101584 10 Replacement Blades 10x2cm 10
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Sham-cham Synthetic Chamois
Hardwearing synthetic wash leather for super-fast drying and 
finishing of glass surfaces.

102728 35x40cm 10

 

Genuine Chamois leather
High quality oil-dressed chamois leather cloth for smear-free 
drying and finishing of glass surfaces. Available in two sizes.

100254 Small 2 sqft 1

100252 Large 3.5 sqft 1

 

Linen Window Scrim 
A high quality traditional window cloth ideal for polishing and 
finishing glass surfaces. Available in two weights and a  
pre-washed option.

101061  Standard 91x91cm 10

101013 Heavy 91x91cm 10

101016 Heavy (Pre-washed) 75x80cm 10

 

Hi-shine Microfibre Cloth
Hi-shine cloth is designed to give a fast, smear-free clean on 
glass, steel and shiny surfaces. A thick, semi-disposable cloth 
which can be used wet or dry, it is highly absorbent but easy to 
wring out and dries quickly after use.

101172 40x40cm 10x10pk

 

WINDOW CLEANING – WINDOW CLOTHS

Microglass® Microfibre Cloth
A professional quality microfibre cloth designed as an 
alternative to chamois or scrim for smear-free cleaning of glass 
and stainless steel surfaces. 

101216 40x40cm 3x10pk

101221 76x70cm 3x10pk

 



T: 01457 819400110

Learn how to quickly and effectively use 
microfibre cloths with less water and  
without chemicals.

How microfibre cloths can make cleaning easier

When dusting, the split fibres create 
static, which attracts dust leaving a 
smear-free finish.

Use dry or damp

How to useImportant tips about microfibre cleaning

Microfibre technology is advancing to meet the demands of 
today’s cleaning industry and the needs of end users – and in 
many ways surpassing the performance of traditional cleaning. 

Microfibre does a fantastic job at effectively removing dirt and 
grease from a myriad of surfaces. However, there is still some 
confusion as to the exact capabilities of the fibre and how best 
to capitalise on its many uses.

Microfibre cloths have a completely different structure to 
classic woven cloths. They are made from split synthetic fibres, 
which are much finer than other textiles so have more fibres 
per cloth. In addition, the individual microfibres are engineered 
to create a very large surface area per fibre and are naturally 
statically charged so that they have a strong suction effect. In 
other words, they collect as much dirt as possible in just one 
wipe, even from the smallest surface crevices.

Trials carried out have indicated that microfibre woven cloths 
consistently outperform traditional cloths in terms of their 
ability to remove dirt, grease and bacteria from a variety 
of surfaces, making them an excellent product for both 
commercial and domestic cleaning. 

Top tips when considering microfibre products

•  They are low linting and short pile cloths leaving no ‘fluffy’ 
deposits so work well on high gloss surfaces such as metal 
and mirrors.

•  Microfibre requires less water and chemicals making it cost-
effective and beneficial to the environment. 

• It absorbs seven times its own weight in liquid. 

•  They are easy to clean, quick to dry and can be washed many 
times over.

•  Though microfibre doesn’t kill bacteria, it effectively lifts and 
removes 99.9% of anything that is on a surface.

Caring for your cloth

Wet with water and ring out thoroughly. 
The fibre’s capillary action helps scrape 
the surface, lifting and capturing dirt 
and bacteria.

1. Fold in half.

2.  Fold again to make eight sides,  
or again for smaller surfaces to 
sixteen sides.

3.  Place the cloth flat on the surface   
and apply pressure, then wipe   
to clean. Use a different side for   
different surfaces.



What we do

Manufacturing

We produce much of our own range here in the UK. It’s 
something we’re passionate about and we’re proud of our 
‘made in Britain’ tradition.

Sourcing

If a customer can’t find the right product on our website, 
chances are we can quickly source it.

Warehousing

Over half a million square feet of premises means we hold the 
stock so our customers don’t have to. 

Delivery

We offer a range of options including free delivery over £200 
and next day delivery. 

Marketing support

We can help customers with packaging options for own 
label ranges to image services to bespoke catalogues and 
promotions.

Cleaning consultancy

To understand the challenges end users face, we will assess 
their cleaning tasks, then recommend the best practices and 
products to get the job done.

Sales training

With a national, experienced and BICS-trained sales team we 
can teach our customers and partners the most effective way 
to use and sell cleaning products. 

Our brand values

Quality

In everything we do — customer service, products*, problem 
solving, logistics — everything.

*OK, not every product in our range is the Rolls Royce – but 
we’re committed to supply the best possible quality at every 
price point, backed up with remarkable customer service.

Efficiency

In an increasingly complex world, we believe in 'simple' and 
continually innovate to make our customers’, and our own, 
working lives easier.

Loyalty

Many of our customers have bought from us for decades. And, 
between them, our amazing team has clocked up more than a 
millennium of service.

Competitiveness

Margins are tight and there’s a fine line between profit and 
loss. We’re committed to keeping everyone, our customers, our 
suppliers and our own bottom line, on the right side of it.

Availability

It’s not just about us being here when you need us. That’s a 
given. We can’t supply what we don’t have. That’s why our 
stockholding is, we believe, the best in the business!

A fourth-generation family business, we’re 
committed to using, and continually developing, 
our expertise to provide the best possible 
janitorial solutions for our customers’ unique  
and diverse needs. We call it serious cleaning 
know-how.

Robert Scott is probably best known for making mops. We 
sell half a million of them every week to create a staggering 
26 million mops a year. That’s more mops than any other 
manufacturer in the UK.

But our family business is a leader in so much more  
than mops. We’re also one of the UK’s largest designers, 
manufacturers, importers and stockists of products  
for the cleaning market.

Our business has continued to grow by staying true to the 
principles we first built our business on way back in 1925.

We value quality at the right price, stock when you need it and 
above all, excellent customer service. 

We design, manufacture and distribute products that help 
make the job of cleaning workplaces easier. We stock more 
lines, in greater volume, than any of our competitors. So, 
you can always be sure that when it comes to any aspect of 
cleaning equipment supply, you can rely on us to have  
it covered.

At Robert Scott, we’ve been
taking the business of cleaning 
seriously since 1925
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© 2020 Robert Scott & Sons Ltd. 

Details and descriptions are for information purposes only as products may vary. At Robert Scott, we reserve the right to develop and modify our products –  
it’s good to make improvements along the way. All orders are invoiced at prices on date of despatch.

Robert Scott & Sons Ltd 
Oak View Mills 
Manchester Road 
Greenfield 
Oldham 
OL3 7HG

T:  01457 819400 
E:  info@robert-scott.co.uk

robert-scott.co.uk

Like us on Facebook and follow us on  
Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and Youtube.


